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For a Noetherian domain R (altitude R < a) with quotient field F, an over- 
ring f(R) of R is de6ned as the intersection of a certain family of valuation 
rings in F which contain R. J(R) is characterized in several ways, and it is shown 
that f(R) has many proper&a which are analogous to properties of the integral 
closure of R. Then it is shown that further knowledge of J(R) should help to 
settle some of the conjectures concerning maximal chains of prime ideals in a 
Noetherian domain. 
1. I~R~~ucTI~N 
All rings in this article are assumed to be commutative with an identity. The 
undefined terminology is, in general, the same as that in [lo]. 
Valuation rings have been deeply studied for a number of years, so many 
useful and important properties of such rings are known. Because of this, they 
have played an important auxiliary role in many research problems in commu- 
tative algebra. The original motivation behind this paper was to see if they could 
be used in a similar manner to gain some new insights into the (catenary) 
chain conjectures. (In fact, since this paper was begun, they have been so used 
in at least three recent papers [9, 17, 181. In the first two of these, only DVR’s 
were considered, and the third paper was only a slight introduction to the methods 
in this paper. Even so, the first of these papers showed that a number of the 
known deeper theorems on saturated chains of prime ideals could be proved in 
an easier manner by this approach, and each of the three papers showed that 
some new information in this area could be obtained by this approach.) 
The present paper is an effort to study the chain conjectures via a study of 
a new auxiliary ring Y(R) (of a Noetherian domain R) which is defined in terms 
of a certain family of valuation over-rings of R. A very brief summary of this 
paper is: it is shown that 9(R) h as many properties which are analogous to 
properties of the integral closure of R, the main emphasis in this paper is to 
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derive and develop many of these properties, and the reason for this emphasis 
is that properties of J(R) relate directly to certain of the chain conjectures. 
To somewhat more fully describe the results in this paper, let R be a 
Noetherian domain with quotient field F, and let I = f(R) be the intersection 
of all valuation rings V in F such that R 2 V and V has a chain of prime ideals 
of length = a = altitude R which contract in R to distinct prime ideals. Then 
it is shown that: (a) if D is any ring such that R C D Cl, then J(D) =-I' (2.6); 
0 # u E F is in all maximal ideals of height = a in I if and only if altitude 
R[l/u] < a(3.4.3);I is a Krull domain (8.2), and an N-domain (9.7) (see (9.1)); 
chains of prime ideals in I of length = a contract in R to chains of prime ideals 
of length = a (4.2); every chain of prime ideals of length = a in R has at least 
one and at most finitely many covering chains of prime ideals in I(7.6); and, if 
R has only finitely many maximal ideals of height -: (I, then I has only finitely 
many maximal ideals, each has height =z a, and I/N is a finite algebraic extension 
of R,$V n R), for each maximal ideal N in I(7.2). 
Besides this, R is characterized in several ways in Section 5, among which are: 
I = 0 {V; I/ is a valuation ring in F, R C V, and altitude V = u} = n {R’, ; 
p is a prime ideal in R’ such that depth p =: a - 1) (5.5) and (5.1), where ’ 
denotes integral closure; and, if R is semi-local, then I = R* n F (5.6), where 
R* is the integral closure of R*/Z with R* the completion of R and 
2 = n {a E Spec R*; depth z = a}. 
In Section 6, it is shown that if D is any ring such that R C D C I and if P 
is a prime ideal in D such that height P + depth P = a, then Dp C I,-, C J(D,) 
(6.2.1); D/P C n (Y(I/Qi) n E) CJ(D/P) (6.4.1), where E is the quotient field 
of D/P and the Qi are the prime ideals in I such that Qi n D = P and height 
Qi + depth Qi = a; Y(S) n F = 1, for each integral extension domain S 
of R (6.6); I -CJ(S), for each algebraic extension domain S of R such that 
altitude S = a (6.7); and I = 9(RH) nF, where RH is the Henselization of R 
and R’ is quasi-local. 
In Section 9, a number of relationships between H-semi-local domains (9.1) 
and the rings 4(R) are given, and then some new characterizations of H-semi- 
local domains (related to results in [18]) are given in (9.12) and (9.13). 
Section 10 contains some results concerning I and R” (with R# as above), 
when R is semi-local. For example, each chain of prime ideals of length = a in 
I is covered by at least one and at most finitely many chains of prime ideals in 
R+ (10.1). Also, if C is any Noetherian ring such that R _C C C Z, and if P is a 
maximal ideal of height = a in C, then Y(C,) = W, n F, where S is the 
complement in R@ of the union of the maximal ideals in li’l’ which lie over 
P (10.6). 
Section 11 contains some results on Y(R), for R a Noetheirian Hilbert domain, 
and in Section 12 it is proved that if R is a Henselian local domain of altitude - 3, 
then I satisfies the second chain condition and there is a one-to-one corre- 
spondence between the nonzero non-maximal prime ideals in P in R’ such that 
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height P + depth P = 3 and the nonzero non-maximal prime ideals Q in I, 
and if P and Q correspond, then R’, = Io and R’IP C I/Q C (RI/P)’ (12.2). 
Finally, in Section 13, the results in Sections 2-12 are shown to bear directly 
on certain of the chain conjectures. Specifically, after stating four of these 
conjectures, in (13.1)-(13.4), ‘t 1 is shown in (13.6) that the Chain Conjecture 
(13.1) holds if and only if 9(R) = R’, f or all Henselian local domains R. (13.9) 
shows that if it is always true that, for each maximal ideals N in I, 1,v = 9(1,), 
then the H-Conjecture (13.2) holds. (Some reasons why this condition on I 
should hold are briefly discussed after (13.9).) Then, in (13.10) it is shown that 
if it is always true that height P + depth P = altitude I, for all P E Spec I, 
then the Taut Chain Conjecture (13.3) and the Catenary Chain Conjecture 
(13.4) hold. (Again, some reasons why this condition on I should hold are noted 
before (13.10).) 
Many, but not all, the results in Sections 2-12 are needed for Section 13. 
The extra results are included for two reasons: they are of some interest in 
themselves; and, it is hoped that further study (and additional properties) of 
9(R) will prove to be decisive on these conjectures. 
2. v(D) = T(R) AND j(D) = Y(R) 
In this section we define, in (2.2), a certain over-ring Y(D) of an integral 
domain D, and then give a few of its basic properties. The main result in this 
section, (2.6), shows that if R is a Noetherian integral domain of finite altitude, 
then, for all integral domains D such that R Z D cY(R), V(D) = Y(R) and 
9(D) = 9(R). Most of the results before this give information needed to prove 
(2.6), and to prove some of these preliminaries (and a number of other results 
throughout this paper), the following two known facts will be used: (i) if D is an 
integral domain contained in a field F and (0) = P,, C PI C ... C Ph is a chain, of 
prime ideals in D, then there exists a valuation ring V with quotient field F such 
that D C V and V has prime ideals (0) = Q0 CQi C *** C Qh such that 
Qi n D = Pi (i = 0, l,..., h) [lo, (11.9)]; and, (ii) if, in (i), D is integral over 
a Noetherian sub-domain and F is the quotient field of D, then every valuation 
ring V in F such that D C V is such that altitude V & altitude D [6, Proposition 4, 
p. 58 and Corollary 2, p. 671. 
(2.1) LEMMA. Let R CA CD C F be integral domains such that R is 
Noetherian, A is integral over R, and F is the quotient field of R and let P be a 
prime ideal in D. Then the following statements hold: 
(2.1.1) Height P < height P n A and altitude D < altitude A. 
(2.1.2) If hesght P = altitude A, then height P = height P n C, for all rings C 
such that R C C _C D and C is integral over a Noetherian sub-domain. 
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Proof. (2.1.1) Suppose height P > height P n A = (say) h. Then, by (i), 
there exists a valuation ring V in F such that D,, _C V and altitude V > h + 1. 
Therefore A,,, C I/ and altitude Apna < altitude V. But, since only finitely 
many prime ideals in A lie over P n R (by [lo, (33.10)]), A, is integral over a 
Noetherian sub-domain R, 1 R, so (ii) implies altitude V < altitude Apna . 
Therefore this contradiction shows that height P < height P n A, and from 
this it follows that altitude D < altitude .4. 
(2.1.2) Assume that height P = altitude A and let C be a ring which is 
integral over a Noetherian sub-ring and is such that R C C C D. They, by (2.1.1), 
height P < height P n C < altitude C < altitude R = altitude A = height P, 
so height P = height P n C. Q.E.D. 
It should be noted that if C in (2.1.2) is not integral over a Noetherian sub- 
domain, then possibly height P > height P n C (even if R C C). An example 
of this can be constructed much as in [23, Theorem 11. 
(2.2) fixes some notation that will be used throughout this paper. 
(2.2) Notation. Let D be an integral domain such that 0 < altitude 
D = a < co, and let F be the quotient field of D. Then D' denotes the integral 
closure of D in F, JI~(D) is the set of maximal ideals M in D such that height 
M L- a; Y-(D) = {(V, IV); V is a valuation ring in F, D C V, and there exists 
a maximal chain of prime ideals (0) = p0 Cp, C ... Cp, = N in V such that 
the ideals pi n D are distinct}; Y(D) = n {I/, (V, N) E V(D)}; and, 
BP) = C-l (N; (K W E W))). 
It should be emphasized that the statement P E JIJD) says P is a maximal 
ideal in D and height P = a. 
To illustrate these definitions, three examples will now be given. (Some details 
on (3) are given in the example after (9.5).) 
EXAMPLES. Let D be a Noetherian domain. 
(I) If altitude D = 1, then V(D) = {(DIM, , M’D’,t); M’ is a maximal 
ideal in D’), 9(D) = D’, and p(D) is the Jacobson radical of D’. 
(2) If altitude D = 2 and every maximal ideal in D’ has height = 2, 
then 9(D) = D’ and f(D) is the Jacobson radical of D’, by (5.4) and (3.3.2). 
(3) If D is as in [lo, Example 2, pp. 203-2051 in the case m = 0, then D 
is a local domain, altitude D = Y + 1 > 1, D’ has exactly two maximal ideals, 
say M and N, and height M = 1. Therefore .&JO’) = {IV), 9(D) = D’, 3 D’, 
and f(D) = ND’, , by (5.1) and (3.3.2). 
As mentioned in the Introduction, the ring 9(D) has many interesting proper- 
ties, and the main part of this paper is devoted to showing that these properties 
hold. In particular, the following result lists ome of the more obvious properties 
of Y(D). Many more of its basic properties will be given in Section 3. 
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(2.3) PROPOSITION. With the notation of (2.2), thefohwirzg statements hold: 
(2.3.1) 9(D) is integrally closed und if u is a nonunit in f(D), then 
u E N n ‘f(D), for some (V, N) fs Y(D). Also, Y(D) is a rudkzl &?az in 9(D). 
(2.3.2) f(D) = f-j {.f(D,); ME d,(D)}. 
(2.3.3) If C is a ring such that D C C C V, for some (V, N) E Y-(D), then the 
prime ideals in V contract to distinct prime ideuLF in C, and if D is Noetheriun, 
then altitude C = a = height N n C. 
Proof. (2.3.1) Y’-(D) is not empty, by (i) and (ii), so the first statements 
in (2.3.1) hold, by the definition of Y(D). Also, since j(D) C.Y(D), d(D) = 
f(D) n 4(D) = n {N n Y(D); (I’, N) E 9”(D)} is an intersection of prime 
ideals in 9(D). 
(2.3.2) follows from the fact that (I’, N) E Y(D) if and only if (I’, N) E 
-Y(D,), for some ME Aa( 
(2.3.3) If D C CC V, for some (V, N) E Y(D), then the prime ideals in I’ 
must contract to distinct prime ideals in C, since D C C (see the definition of 
Y(D)). Therefore, if D is Noetherian, then height N n C > a = altitude D > 
altitude C, by (2.1. l), so height N n C = (I = altitude C. Q.E.D. 
It is clear that every finitely generated over-ring of R satisfies the condition on 
B in (2.4). 
(2.4) PROPOSITION. Let R and B be Noetheriun domuins such that R c B c R, , 
where 0 # b E R, and let 0 < altitude R = a < CO. Then the following statements 
me equivalent: 
(2.4.1) Altitude B = a. 
(2.4.2) A,(B) # P 
(2.4.3) There exists a (V, N) E V(R) such that B 5 V. 
Moreover, if these statements hold, then, for each Q E Aa( there exists a 
(V,NN)~~(R)suchthutBCVundNnB=Q. 
Proof. It is clear that (2.4.1) * (2.4.2), and (2.4.3) Z= (2.4.1), by (2.3.3). 
Therefore, it remains to prove the last statement. 
For this, let Q E da(B). Then, by [12, Lemma 2.11 applied to Bo (if b EQ) 
or clearly (if b I# Q), there exists a height a - 1 prime ideal q C Q in B such that 
b $ q. Therefore, with (0) = q0 C q1 C ... C qael = q C qa = Q a maximal chain 
of prime ideals contained in Q, there exists a valuation ring I’ in F such that 
B C V and V contains prime ideals pi (i = 0, l,..., a) such that pt n B = qi 
[IO, (11.9)]. Then the pi n R = qi n R are distinct (for i < u, by B, = R, ; 
and p, n R = Q n R E d,(R), by (2.1.2)), so (V, pa) E T(R). Q.E.D. 
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(2.4) was a somewhat surprising result to me. There are some other results 
below ((3.3.1), (3.4.1), (3.4.3), (3.6), and (5.5)) which are closely related to 
(2.4) and which lead to the characterization of 9(R) given in (5.5). 
Concerning (2.5), it is an open problem whether or not there exist elements 
II Ed, +R’, when R’ is quasi-local. This is considered more fully in (13.6) 
and (13.7). 
(2.5) COROLLARY. With rhe notation of (2.4), let 0 # u EY(R), let 
ME &,(B’) (2.2), and assume u and I/u 4 B’, . Then MB’[u] is a depth one prime 
ideal such that height MB’[u] < a - I. 
Prmf. By [24, Corollary, p. 201, P = MB’[u] and P* = MB’[ I/U] are depth 
one prime ideals and u + P and (1 /u) + P* are transcendental over B’/M. Thus, 
height P = height P*, since PB’[u, l/u] = P*B’[u, I/u], so it suffices to prove 
that height P* < a - 1. For this, let M* = (P*, I/u)B’[l/u], and let c E M* 
such that c is not in any other maximal ideal in B’[l/u] which lies over 
M* n B[l/u]. Then, with D = B[l/u, c], Q = M* n D is a maximal ideal and 
height Q = height M”. Therefore it suffices to prove that height Q < a. 
For this, suppose that height Q = u. (Note that height Q < altitude II < a, 
by (2.1.1).) Then, by (2.4) (for D in place of B), there exists a (I’, N) E V(R) 
such that D C V and N n D =: Q. Therefore l/u E N. But, u E Y(R) implies 
that II E V, for all (V, N) E -1’(R). H ence, for all (V, N) E .9’-(R), I/u 4 N; 
contradiction. Therefore height Q < a, so height P ::= height P* < height P* n 
D < height Q < a. Q.E.D. 
Let R be as in (2.4). Then, to prove the main result in this section, (2.6), 
the following theorem is used: if B and C are rings such that R C B C C C Y(R) 
and (0) CQr C ... CQ. is a (maximal) chain of prime ideals in C, then 
(0) CQr n B C ... C Qa n B is a maximal chain of prime ideals in B (4.2). 
((4.2) could be proved at this point, as could the needed Lemma 4.1 (whose 
proof uses (2.5)). However, (4.2) is more closely related to the other results in 
Section 4 than to the results in this section, so it was decided to delay giving it 
until Section 4.) 
(2.6) THEOREM. Let R be a Noetherian domain such that 0 < altitude 
R = a < o, and let D be a ring such that R C D cf(R). Then V(D) = V(R) 
and Y(D) = 9(R). 
Proof. Since R C D _C J(R), altitude D = a == altitude R (2.3.3). Therefore, 
if (V, N) E Y(R), then (V, N) E V(D), by (2.3.3). On the other hand, if 
(V, N) E V(D), then, by (4.2), (V, N) E V(R). Therefore -Y(D) = Y(R), and 
so 9(D) = Y(R). Q.E.D. 
The following special case of (2.6) is important enough to state separately. 
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(2.7) COROLLARY. With R as in (24, r(J(R)) = -Y(R) and Y(Y(R)) = 
W)* 
Proof. Clear by (2.6). Q.E.D. 
This section will be closed with one more corollary to (2.6) which will be 
of use in the remainder of this paper. 
(2.8) COROLLARY. With the notation of (2.6), Lt P be (I prime ideal in D. 
Then hkght P + depth P = a if and only ij there exists a (V, N) E Y(R) such 
that V has a prime ideal p such that p n D = P. If this holds, then, for all such V 
andpandjorallringsCsuchthatRCCCV,hetghtpnC=hkghtp= 
hezght Par&depth p n C = depthp = depth P. 
Proof. Assume that height P + depth P = a. Then clearly there exists a 
(V, N) E Y(D) = (2.6) Y-(R) such that some prime ideal p in V lies over P. 
Conversely, if (V, IV) E T(R) has a prime ideal p such that p n D = P, 
then, by (2.3.3), f or all rings C such that R C C _C V (and, in particular, for 
C = D), heightp n C > heightp and depthp n C > depthp, so both equalities 
hold, since altitude C = u (2.3.3). Q.E.D. 
3. ADDITIONAL BASIC PROPERTIES OF 9(R) 
Some of the deeper properties of I = 9(R) and some of the more important 
uses of I as an auxiliary ring could now be given. However, to derive all these 
results in a more coherent manner, it is necessary to have more of the basic 
properties of I available, so these are given in this section. Thus, most of the 
results given here will be used later to derive some of the deeper properties of 1. 
The remaining properties of I which are given are included since they are of 
some interest in themselves and may prove to be useful in further research in 
this area. We begin by fixing some notation. 
(3.1) Notation. The jollowing notation is fixed for the remainder of this paper: 
R is a a Noetherian domain with quotient field F, 0 < altitude R = a < 00, 
V = Y(R), I = 9(R), and J = y(R). Al so, A denotes an arbitrary ring such 
that R C A C R’. 
(3.2) Comment. Let the notation be as in (3.1). Then, by using the defi- 
nitions in (2.2), it will be shown in what follows that many relationships hold 
between I and A using only the fact that V = Y(R) and I = 9(R). Now, if 
D is any ring such that R C D CI, then V = Y(D) and I = 9(D) (2.6). 
Therefore it follows that each of these relationships also holds between I and B, 
where B is any ring such that C C B C c’ and C is any Noetherian ring between 
RandI. 
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The first result is concerned with V, the ideals in ALI(D), and the intersection 
of certain quotient rigns of D, where D is a ring such that R C D CF. 
(3.3) PROPOSITION. Wiih the not&m oj (3.1), thefollowi~ statements hold: 
(3.3.1) With B as in (2.4) and D a ring such that B C D C B’, if altitude 
B = a, then d=(D) = {N n D; (V, N) E V and D C V}. Moreover, with 
D* = n{D, ; MEA,(D)}, h t ere is a one-to-one correspondence between the 
ideals M in d,(D) and the ideals M* in A,,(D*) given by D, = D*,. . 
(3.3.2) If D is any ring such that R C D CZ, then ./l=(D) == {N n D; 
(V,N)EV},JnD =n{M;MEAa(D)}, D* =n{DNnD;(V,N)E71r}CZ, 
J n D* = n {M”; M* E Aa(D an t ere is a one-to-one correspondence d h 
between the M E./Y,(D) and the M* E A,(D*) given by D, = D*,. . 
Proof. (3.3.1) If altitude B = a and Q E&X,(D), then, since only finitely 
many prime ideals in D lie over Q n B [lo, (33.10)], there is a c E Q such that Q 
is the only prime ideal in D lying over P = Q n B[c], so height P = height Q = a, 
hence P EA&B[c]). Therefore, since B[c] satisfies the condition on B (with 
possibly a different b), it follows from (2.4) that there is a (V, N) E V such that 
B[c] C V and P = N n B[c], so D C V and Q = N n D, since I/ is integrally 
closed. On the other hand, if D C V, for some (I’, N) c V, then hi n I) E d,(D), 
by (2.3.3). 
Now, let D* = n {D, ; MEA,(D)) and note that, for each ME A!,(D), 
Dnn = D*,. , where M* = MD,, n D*, so, since R C D* and height M* = 
height M = u, M* EAY=(D*), by (2.1.1). On the other hand, if M* E Aa( 
then M = M* n D E A,(D), by (2.1.2). Thus it follows that M* = MD,,, n D*. 
(3.3.2) A,(D) = {Nn D; (V,N)eV}, by (2.3.3) and (2.8), SO Jn D = 
n {M, MEA,(D)}. Therefore Jn D* == n {M*; M* E &,(D*)}, if D* CZ. 
Now,if(V,i’V)~~,thenDCZCV,soD NnD C V, hence it follows that D* C I. 
Finally, if M CA,(D), then MD, n D* eda and D, := D*,. , as in 
the proof of (3.3.1); and, if M* E&,(D*), then M = M* n D cd,(D), 
by (2.8) and (2.3.3), and so it follows that D, = D*,. . QED. 
Among other things, the following proposition characterizes when an element 
uEFisinZandwhenuE J. 
(3.4) PROPOSITION. With the notation of (3.1), let u be u mazero element inF. 
Then the followkg statements hold: 
(3.4.1) There exists an ideul MEA=(A) such that (M, U) A[u] E A,(A[rr]) 
if and only if there exists a (V, N) E Y such that u E N. 
(3.4.2) u~Zif~donlyif,foreachM~~~(A),eitherQ = (M, l/u)A[l/u] = 
A[I/u] OY height Q < a. 
(3.4.3) I( E J ifund only if altitude A[l/u] < a. 
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(3.4.4) lfdtiti A[l/u] < a, then vry,(A[u]) = {(M, u) A[u]; ME da(A)} = 
{N n A[u]; (V, N) E V}. 
Proof. (3.4.1) If there exists such ME&~(A), then there exists a 
(V, N) E V such that u EN, by (3.3.1). The converse follows from (2.3.3), 
since A C I C V and clearly iV n A[u] = (N n A, u) A[uJ. 
(3.4.2) If u E 1, then by the definition of I, for all (V, N) E V, l/u $ N. 
Hence, for each ME A,(A), either 1 EQ = (M, l/u) A[l/u] or height Q < u, 
by (3.4.1). The converse follows similarly from (3.4.1), since, for each (V, N) E r”, 
eitheruE I/or I/UE V. 
(3.4.3) Since A C 1, altitude A[l/u] < a if and only if there does not exist 
a (V, N) E V such that l/u E V, by (2.4), hence if and only if u E J. 
(3.4.4) If altitude A[l/u] < a, then u E J, by (3.4.3), so A[u] C I. Therefore, 
by (3.3.2), d,(A) = (N n A; (V, N) E V} and A,(A[u]) = {N n A[u]; 
(V, N) E V) = {(N n A, u) A[u]; (V, N) E V}, since u E 1. Q.E.D. 
It should be noted here that there are two well known results which follow 
easily from (3.4): (a) altitude R[u] = u, for all u E F, if and only if 
(I {M, ME Aa( = 0 (by (3.3.2) and (3.4.3)); and,(b) for each 0 # u EF, 
max {altitude R[u], altitude R[l/u]} = a (by (3.4.4)). 
The following remark gives some additional information when u E I. 
(3.5) Remark. With the notation of (3.4), let u E I, u # 0. Then the following 
statements hold: 
(3.5.1) If, for each M E da(A), (M, l/u) A[l/u] = A[l/u], then u E n {AIM’ ; 
M’ E .k,(A’)}. 
(3.5.2) i’f U $ n {AIM, ; M’ eda(A then there exists an M’e..d,(A’) 
such that u and I/u are not in AIM, . Therefore height M’A’[u] < a - 1. 
(3.5.3) If u is a unit in I and u E A, then u is a unit in n {A,,, ;ME d,(A)}. 
Proof. (3.5.1) Fix MEA,(A) d an assume that (M, l/u) A[l/u] = A[l/u]. 
Then MA[l/u] is not a depth one prime ideal, so, by integral dependence, 
for each maximal ideal M’ in A’ such that M’ n A = M, M’A’[l /u] is not a 
depth one prime ideal. Therefore either u or 1 /u is in A’,, [24, Corollary, p. 201. 
If l/u E A’,,,* and M’E ylYa(A’), then l/u 4 M’A’,, (since 1 E (M, l/u) A[l/u]), 
so u E A’,, for all M’ E Aa such that M’ n A = M, hence (3.5.1) holds. 
(3.5.2) If u + n {AIM’ ; M’ e A,,(A’)), then u $ A’,, , for some M’ E .d=(A’). 
Therefore, if I/u E A’Mt , then l/u E M’A’,, , so height (M, 1 /u) A[l/u] = 
height (M’, l/u) A’[l/u] = a, where M = M’ n A E &=(A). However, this 
contradicts (3.4.2), so u and I/u are not in A’,* . The last statement follows 
from this and (2.5). 
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(3.5.3) Assume that u E ‘4 and I( is a unit in I. If u E ME M,(A), then u E N, 
for some (I’, N) E Y, by (2.8), so I( E N n I; contradiction. Therefore I( is a unit 
in fl {A, ; ME Ma(A)}. Q.E.D. 
It should be noted that (3.5.1) holds for all domains D and (3.5.3) holds for 
all rings D such that R _C D C 1, by their proofs. 
For a specific example of (3.5.3), see the example following (9.5). 
(3.6) is an interesting and somewhat surprising corollary of (3.4.3). It will be 
shown in (5.5) that I is the intersection of all such V. 
(3.6) COROLLARY. Zf (V, N) is a valuation ring in F such that R _C V and 
altitude V = a, then J C IV. 
Proof. Suppose there exists IL E J, $N. Then altitude R[l/u] < a, by (3.4.3), 
and R[l/u] Z V. But this implies that altitude V < a [6]; contradiction. There- 
fore N _C J. Q.E.D. 
The last result in this section gives two necessary and sufficient conditions for 
I = R’, when J f (0). A th’ d ir such condition (which holds even if J = (0)) 
will be given in (5.4). (A different proof of (3.7.1) was given in [18, (2.7)], 
for R semi-local.) 
(3.7) PROPOSITION. With the notation of (3.1), let J’ = fi {M’; M’ E d,(R)}, 
and assume J’ # (0). Then the fobwing statements are equivalent: 
(3.7.1) R’ = I. 
(3.7.2) J’ = J. 
(3.7.3) For each Y E F such that l/u $ J’, altitude R[u] = a. 
hoof. If (3.7.1) holds, then, by (3.3.2). /’ = J n R’ = Jn Z = J, so 
(3.7.2) holds. 
(3.7.2) implies (3.7.1), since J = J’ # (0) and R’ is completely integrally 
closed (by [lo, (33.10)] and [I, Theorem 2, p. 71). 
(3.7.2) implies (3.7.3), by (3.4.3). 
Finally, if (3.7.3) holds and l/u $J’, th en altitude R[u] = a, so, by (3.4.3), 
l/u q! J. Hence J C J’, and the opposite inclusion is given by (3.3.2), so (3.7.2) 
holds. Q.E.D. 
4. CHAINS OF PRIME IDEALS IN RINGS BETWEEN R AND 1 
In this section, most of the results are proved for arbitrary rings between R 
and I. In particular, it will be shown that if B, C, and D are rings such that 
RCBCCZDCIand(O)CQ,C...CQ,isa(maximal)chainofprimeideals 
inC,then(O)CQrnBC**. C Qd n B is a maximal chain of prime ideals in B 
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and there exists a chain of prime ideals (0) C PI C .*. C P, in D such that 
Pi n C = Qi (i = l,..., U) (4.2) and (4.3). (4.2) was used in the proof of (2.6), 
and the following lemma is needed for the proof of (4.2). Therefore we will prove 
the lemma for rings B as in (2.4) and then it follows from (4.2) that, in fact, 
the lemma holds for all rings B between R and 1. 
(4.1) LEMMA. With the notation of (2.4), let u EZ and let P be a prime ideal 
in B[u] such thot height P = a - 1 and depth P - 1. Then P n B $ A,(B). 
Proof. Suppose M = P n B E da(B). Then MB[u] c P, so by the structure 
of B[u]/MB[u], P = MB[u]. Hence, by integral dependence, there exists an 
M’ E AJB’) such that M’ n B = M, P’ = M’B’[u] is a depth one prime ideal, 
and height P’ = a - 1. However, this implies that u and 1 /u 4 B’,t , so height 
P’ < a - 1 (2.5); contradiction. Therefore M 4 JIJB). Q.E.D. 
(4.1) was a quite unexpected result to me. It means that if B C Z is local with 
maximal ideal M and u E Z, then either height MB[u] -- a or height MB[u] < 
a- 1. 
The following theorem shows, in particular, that incomparability holds for 
lying over prime ideals between Z and R, if the prime ideals have height + 
depth = a. 
(4.2) THEOREM. With the notation of (3.1), let B and C be rings such that 
R _C B C C C Z, and let (0) C Q1 C **a C Q. be a (muximal) chain of prime ideals 
in C. Then the ideals Qi n B are distinct (hence, (0) C Ql n B C *.a CQo n B 
is a maximal chain of prime ideals in B). 
Proof. Since altitude B = a (2.3.3), it clearly suffices to prove that the ideals 
Q( n R are distinct. For this, let xi ~8~ , $Qi-i (i == l,..., a), and let 
D = R[x, ,..., xJ. Then the ideals Qi n D are distinct. Therefore it suffices 
to prove: if D C Z is finitely generated over R, if u E Z, and if (0) C PI C ... C P, 
is a chain of prime ideals in D[u], then the ideals pi = P, n D are distinct. 
For this, suppose that pi = p,+i , for some i, and let j be the largest such i, 
SO pj = pi+i C$J~+~ C ... Cp, . Let E = D,j,l . Then P,+~E[u] C PjE[u] C 
Pj+lE[u], SO pj+lE[u] = PjE[u] (by the structure of E[uJjpj+,E[u]), and so 
pj+lD[u] = Pi [I 1, Lemma 4.21. Therefore K = ker(D[X] -+ D[u]) Cp,+,D[Xj 
so, for every prime ideal q in D such that pi+l C q, KC qD[XJ, hence qD[u] 
is prime and the residue class of u modulo qD[u] is transcendental over D/q. 
Hence, in particular, Pj = P~+~D[u] C .** Cp,D[u] C (p, , u) D[u]. Therefore 
heightp,D[u] = a - 1 (since height Pj = j),pa =: paD[u] n D, andp, E A,(D) 
(by 2.1.2), since height P, = a). But this is a contradiction to (4.1). Therefore 
the pi are distinct. Q.E.D. 
Having proved (4.2), the proof of (2.6) is complete, so V”(R) = V(D), for 
each ring D such that R (1 D C Z. Therefore, if (0) C PI C ... C Pk is a maximal 
481/52,‘1-8 
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chain of prime ideals in D, then k = a if and only if there exists a (V, N) E V(R) 
such that the chain of prime ideals in I/ contracts in D to (0) C P1 C .*. C Pk. 
(For, if k = a, then the result is clear by (2.6), and the converse follows from 
(2.3.3).) Half of this is used in the proof of the next result, which shows, in 
particular, that each chain of prime ideals of length = a in R is covered by a 
chain of prime ideals in I. 
(4.3) THEOREM. With the notutia of(4.2), let D be a ring such that C C D _C I. 
Then there exists a muximal chain of prim ide& (0) C P1 C ... C P, in D such 
that Pi n C = Qi (i = I,..., u). 
Proof. Let (V, N) E V(C) such that the chain of prime ideals in V contracts 
in C to (0) CQi C ... CQo . Then D ZI C V, since V(C) = V(R) (2.6), so 
the conclusion readily follows. Q.E.D. 
It will be shown in (7.6) that there are only finitely many such chains of prime 
ideals in D. 
(4.4) shows, in particular, that the Lying Over Theorem holds between R 
and I for prime ideals which have height + depth = II. 
(4.4) COROLLARY. Let C be u ring such that R _C CC I, and letp be uprime ideal 
in C such that height p $ depthp = a. Then the following statements hold: 
(4.4.1) For each ring B such that R Z B _C C, heightp n B = height p 
and depth p n B == depthp. 
(4.4.2) For each ring D such that C C D _C 1, there exists a prime ideal p* 
in D such that p* n C = p, height p* = height p, and depth p* = depth p. 
Proof. This follows easily from (4.2) and (4.3). Q.E.D. 
It is an open problem if I satisfies the first chain condition for prime ideals. 
(See Section 13). However, note that if P is a prime ideal in R such that height 
P = 2 and depth P < a - 2, then either PC PI n R (this holds if I satisfies 
the f.c.c., by (4.4.1)), or, for each prime ideal Q in I such that Q n R = P, 
height Q = 2 and depth Q < a - 2. (For, if Q n R = P, then height Q < 2 
(2.1.1), height Q > 1 (by (4.4.1), since I is an H-domain (9.7) (see (9.1))), 
and therefore depth Q # u - 2, by (4.4.1).) 
Also, it should be emphasized that the preceding results do not imply that 
if ME Aa( then height MI = a. In fact, this is an open problem, and the 
only case I can prove it (besides when I = R’ or I = R’,) is the case a = 3 
(12.1). 
(4.5) COROLLARY. Let D be a ring such that R’ C D _C I. Then, for each prime 
ideal p in D such that depth p = a - 1, D, = R’,nRf = Iw9 . 
Proof. By (4.4.1) and with q = p n R’, height q = 1. Therefore R’, = D, , 
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since R’, is a maximal subring of F. Also, D, c IO.+, # F, by (4.4.2), so 
D, = ID+. Q.E.D. 
The next result shows that a form of a converse of (4.5) holds for R’. Its 
corollary (4.7) extends the result to all rings D such that R C D C I. (4.6) is 
closely related to the characterization of I given in (5.1). 
(4.6) PROPOSITION. With the notation of (3.1), let p be a he&ht one prime 
ideal in R’. Then there exists a (height one) prime ideal q in I such that q n R’ = p 
if and only if depth p = a - 1. 
Proof. If depth p = a - 1, then height p = 1 so there exists a height one 
prime ideal q in I such that q n R’ = p (4.4.2). 
Conversely, if depth p < a - 1, then let c up and b E R’ such that CR’: bR 
is the p-primary component of CR’. (Such b exist, since R’ is a Krull domain.) 
Let u = c/b and let D = R’[u]. Then uD is proper and D/uD = R’/(cR’: bR’) 
[14, Corollary 3 and Remark 4.11, so uD is (p, u) D-primary and depth uD = 
depth CR’: bR’ = depth p < a - 1. Now, if M E .&,(R’), then either 
(M, u) D = D (if CR’: bR’ g M), or height (M, u) D < a, as will now be shown. 
Namely, let N = (M, u) D and note that DN is integral over a local domain (L, Q) 
suchthatuEQ.LetP=(p,~)D~, soheightP=landdepthP<a-I. 
Also, depth P = depth P nL, and P n L = RaduL (since u E Pn L and 
uDN is P-primary). Therefore height N = height Q = height Q/uL + 1 = 
height Q/(P n L + 1 = depth P n L + 1 = depth P + 1 < a. Therefore 
l/u E 1, by (3.4.2). 
Now note that CR’: bR’ C CR’: bp, so let d E CR’: bp, $cR’:bR’. Then 
pd( 1 /u) _C R’ and d( 1 /u) 4 R’. Th ere f ore, suppose that there exists a prime ideal 
q in I such that q n R’ = p. Then, since l/u E I, pd(l/u) C q n R’ = p, so 
pd”( 1 /u)i C p, for all i > 0. Therefore, since R’ is completely integrally closed, 
d(l/u) E R’; contradiction. Therefore there does not exist a prime ideal q in I 
such that q n R’ = p. Q.E.D. 
The last paragraph of the proof of (4.6) is adapted from the proof of [IO, 
(33.1)]. Concerning this, see the comment following (5.4). 
Using (4.6), it will be proved in (9.7) that every height one prime ideal in I 
has depth = a - 1. Using this, we now extend (4.6) to all rings between R 
and I. 
(4.7) COROLLARY. Let D be a ring such that R c D c I, and bt p be a hez&ht 
one prime ideal in D. Then there exists a prime ideal q in I such that q n D = p 
ifandonlyifdepthp=a-1. 
Proof. If depth p = a - 1, then the conclusion follows from (4.4.2). 
Conversely, if q is a prime ideal in I such that q n D = p, then there exists 
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a height one prime ideal q’ C q such that q’ n D = p (since q’ n D f (O)), 
so depth q’ = a - 1 (9.7), hence depth p T- a - 1 (4.4.1). QED. 
By (6.1) and (9.7), I/q ’ is algebraic over D/p, so q’ = q in the proof of (4.7). 
This section will be closed with the following proposition which partly 
generalizes (4.5). 
(4.8) PROPOSITION. With the notation of (3.1), let D be a Krull domain such 
that R C D C I and let P be a prime ideal in D. Then I C D, if and only ij, for 
all height one prime ideals p C P, depth p = a - I. 
Proof. If I C D, and p is a height one prime ideal in D such that p C P, then 
q = pDp n I is a prime ideal such that q n D = p, hence depthp = a - l(4.7). 
For the converse, D, = fi {D, ; p is height one prime ideal in D and p 2 P}, 
and each such D, 1 I (4.5), so D, I I. Q.E.D. 
5. SOME CHARACTERIZATIONS OF I 
In this section a number of characterizations of I are given. The first of these 
shows the relationship of I to R’. 
(5.1) THEOREM. With the notation of (3.1), let D = n {R’, ; p is a height 
one prime ideal in R’ such that depth p =: a - I}. Then D = I. 
P~ooj. If p is a height one prime ideal in R’ such that depthp = a - 1, 
then I C IR,+, = R’, (4.5), so I C D. 
For the opposite inclusion, suppose D g I. Therefore, there exist b, c E R’ 
such that u = c/b E D, $I. Then c E bD, so c E bD, , for all height one prime ideals 
q in D, hence c E bR’, , for all height one prime ideals p in R’ such that 
depth p = a - 1 (by the definition of D). Then bR‘: CR’ is proper and 
depth bR’: CR’ < a - I (otherwise bR’: CR’ = R’, so n = c/b E R’ C I; contra- 
diction). Therefore there exists a maximal ideal M’ in R’ such that, with 
Q’ = (M’, b/c) R’[b/c], Q is proper (since u 6 R’,, , for some maximal ideal M’, 
so it follows either by [24, Corollary p. 203 (if I/u 4 RIM,) or clearly (if I/u E R’,w,) 
that Q is proper); and for all such Q, height Q = height Q/((b/c) R’[b/c]) + I < 
(since (b/c) R’[b/c] n R’ = bR’: CR’ [14, Corollary 3 and Remark 4.11) 
depth bR’: CR’ + I < a. Hence u E I (3.4.2); contradiction. Therefore D C I. 
Q.E.D. 
Using (5.1), it will be shown in (8.2) that I is a Krull domain. 
Three useful corollaries of (5.1) will now be given. 
(5.2) COROLLARY. Let II = fi {R’, ; P E Spec R’, hezght P = 2, and depth 
P = a - 2). Then I = I1 . 
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Proof. I c II , by (4.8). 
For the oppsosite inclusion, let p be a height one prime ideal in R’ such that 
depth p = a - 1. Then there exists a P E Spec R’ such that depth P = a - 2 
and p C P (so height P = 2). Therefore 1r C R’, C R’, , hence I = (5.1) 
n{R’,;pESpecR’anddepthp=a-l}ZI,. Q.E.D. 
(5.3) COROLLARY. Let D, = {c/b; b, c E R’ and C is in ewery depth a - 1 
primary component of bR’}. Then I = D, . 
Proof. Let B = { p e Spec R’; depthp = a - l}, and let b, c E R’ such that 
c/b ~1. Then c/b is in the ring D of (5.1), so c E bR’, n R’, for all p ~9’ (5.1). 
Therefore c is in every depth a - 1 primary component of bR’, so c/b E D, . 
For the opposite inclusion, if c/b E D, , then c/b E R’, , for all p E B (by defi- 
nition of Dl), so c/b EI (5.1). Q.E.D. 
(5.4) was given in [18, (2.6)], for R semi-local. It is generalized here because it 
is needed for some of the later results in this paper. (For example, see (9.3)-(9.6).) 
(5.4) COROLLARY. R’ is an H-domain (9.1) if and only ;f I = R’. 
Proof. R’ is an H-domain if and only if every height one prime ideal in R’ 
has depth = a - 1 if and only if R’ = n{R’, ; p E Spec R’ and height p = 1) = 
n {Rfp ; p E Spec R’ and depth p = a - l} (since R’ is a Krull domain) if and 
only if R’ = I, by (5.1). Q.E.D. 
An alternate proof of half of (5.4) ’ g IS iven by [lo, (33.1)]. That is, if p is a 
prime ideal in R’ such that height p + depth p = a, then, by the definition of 1, 
there exists a prime ideal Q in I such that Q n R’ = p. Therefore, if height 
p + depthp = a, for all prime ideals p in R’, then I = R’ by [lo, (33.1)] 
(whose proof only uses properties of a Krull domain). In fact, the proof of [la, 
(33.1)] actually shows if no height one prime ideal in R’ is lost in I (which holds 
if R’ is an H-domain (4.5)), then I = R’. 
In (9.7) it will be shown that I is always an H-domain. Also, (5.4) is partly 
generalized in (9.14). 
The next characterization of I is in terms of all Valuation rings P’ in F such 
that R L I/’ and altitude I’ = a. (A different proof of the fact that D in (5.1) and 
n {I’; I’ E Y} in (5.5) are equal was given in [18, (2.4)], for R semi-local.) 
(5.5) THEOREM. With the notation of (3.1), let .Y = {V; V is a waluation 
ring in F, R C V, and altitude V = a}. Then I = n {I’; V E Y}. 
Proof. Let I’ E .Y, let N be the maximal ideal in I’, and let M = N n R, 
SO MEA,(R) (2.1.1). Let u ~1 and suppose that II 4 I’. Then l/u EN, so 
Nn R[l/u] = (M, l/u) R[~/u], hence height (M, l/u) R[l/u] = a. But this 
contradicts (3.4.2), so u E I’, hence I c V, and so I Z n {T/‘; V E .Y}. 
By the definition of I, the opposite inclusion is clear. Q.E.D. 
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It follows from (3.6) that, with .Y as in (5.5), / = fl {N, VE .Y and N is 
the maximal ideal in V). 
The last characterization of 1, (5.6), is for the case when R is semi-local. 
(5.6) will be used in (7.1) to show that if ME A,(R), then only finitely many 
PEA,(I) lie over M and then I/P is a finite algebraic extension of R/M, even 
when R is not semi-local. (It should be noted that the first paragraph of the proof 
of (5.6) is a variation of the proof of [lo, (33.10)].) 
(5.6) THEOREM. With the notation of (3.1), assume that R is semi-local. Then 
Z = R” n F, where R+ = (R*/Z)’ with R* the completion of R and Z = 0 {z; z 
is a minimal prime ideal in R* and depth z = a}. 
PYoOf. Let 2 = fl {zi ; i = l,..., g), so the total quotient ring of R*/Z is 
the direct sum of the quotient fields Ki of the R*/zi , and so R# is the direct sum 
of the rings S, = (R*/zi)‘. Since R*/a( is a complete local domain, Si is a finite 
R*/z,-algebra, so R* is a finite R*/Z-algebra. For each height one prime ideal 
Qij in si > (si)pi, is a discrete valuation ring (since & is an integrally 
closed Noetherlan domain). Let V(qi,) = KI @ .*a @ KimI @ (Si)Qt, @ 
K,,, @ a*. @ K, . Then the intersection of all V(q<,) is R, (since each Si is a 
Krull domain), so R” n F = fl (V(q,,) n F). Now R*/Z satisfies the second 
chain condition for prime ideals [lo, (34.4)], since all minimal prime ideals 
zi/Z in R*/Z have depth = a. Therefore qij n (R*/Z) is a height one prime ideal. 
Thus there exists a prime ideal p* in R* such that ZCp* and p*/Z = qij n 
(R*/Z). Then depth p* = depth p*/Z = a - 1. Therefore height p* = 1, 
so either height p* n R = 1 and depthp* n R = Q - 1, or p* n R = (0). 
Hence, since R’ _C R*, either height qij n R’ = 1 and depth qij n R’ = a - 1, 
or qi, n R’ = (0). Thus, either V(qij) n F = R’Q,,nR, , or V(q,,) n F = F. 
Therefore, since R* n F = fi (V(qi,) n F), it follows that I = (5.1) n {R’, ; 
PESpecR’anddepthP=a-l}CR#nF. 
For the opposite inclusion, by [4, (23.2.5)], there exists a finite R-algebra 
R, C R’ such that Spec RI g Spec R’. Therefore, with * denoting completion, 
R* C R,* C T = the total quotient ring or R*, so R*/Z C R,*/(ZT n RI*) C 
U = the total quotient ring of R*/Z. Hence, since R,*/(ZT n R,*) is integral 
over R*/Z, and since I = J(R) = 9(R,) (2.6), it may be assumed that R = R, . 
Letp’ be a depth a - I prime ideal in R’, letp = p’ n R (so depthp = a - I), 
and let p* be a height one prime divisor of pR* such that depth p* = a - 1. 
Then there exists a minimal prime ideal z in R* such that z C p*, so depth z = a, 
and so Z C z. Therefore, by integral dependence, there exists a height one prime 
ideal q in R+ such that q n (R*/Z) = p*/Z, and then depth q = depthp*/Z = 
a-l.NowqnR=qn(R*/Z)nR=(p*/Z)nR=p*nR=p,soqnR’ 
lies over p. Hence, since Spec R’ g Spec R, q n R’ = p’. Therefore 
R’,* = V(q)nF, SO I=n{R’,,; p’ E Spec R’ and depth p’ = a - 1}2 
P n F = n (V(q,,) n F). Q.E.D. 
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Some relationships between Rx and I will be given in Section 10. 
The last result in this section gives another case when I = R’. (5.7) actually 
follows easily from (5.4), but it was decided to give a proof for it which relates 
the proof of (5.6) to [lo, (33.1011. 
(5.7) COROLLARY. If R is a quasi-unmixed semilocal domain, then I = R’. 
Proof. If R is quasi-unmixed, then Z in (5.6) is the radical or R*, hence 
I = (5.6) R# n F = R’, by the proof of [lo, (33.10)]. Q.E.D. 
The converse of (5.7) is an open question (equivalent to the H-Conjecture 
(13.2), by (5.4) and [19, (6.1.1) o (6.1.511, since R is quasi-unmixed if and only 
if R satisfies the second chain condition [ll, Corollary 2.81). This conjecture 
will be discussed in Section 13. 
Part of (6.8) is also a corollary to (5.6), but since it is more closely related to 
the results in Section 6, it was decided to delay giving it until then. 
6. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN Y(R) AND V(C), FOR 
CERTAIN ASSOCIATED RINGS C OF R 
This section is concerned with relating V to V(C) and I to 4(C), where 
C is, respectively, a quotient ring of D (6.2), a factor domain of D (6.4) and an 
integral extension domain of D (6.6), where D is any ring such that R Z D C I. 
Then in (6.7) it is shown that I c Y(S), when S is an arbitrary algebraic extension 
domain of R such that altitude S = a, and (6.8) shows that 4(RH) n F = I, 
when R’ is quasi-local and Rx is the Henselization of R. We begin with the 
following lemma which will be used in the proof of (6.2). (Note that if (V, N) E V 
and if P is a prime ideal in V, then (V, N) and P satisfy the hypotheses in (6.1), 
by (2.3.3).) 
(6.1) LEMMA. With the notation of (3.1), let V be a valuation ring in F such 
that R C V, and let D be a ring such that R C D C V. Assume that there exists 
a prime ideal P in V such that height P = height P n D and depth P n D = 
a - height P n D. Then V/P is algebraic over D/(P n 0). 
Proof. Let p = P n D and suppose t E V/P is transcendental over D/p. 
Then altitude (D/p)[t] > d + 1, where d = altitude D/p = depthp. Therefore, 
by [lo, (11.911, th ere exists a valuation ring V# with quotient field V,/P such 
that altitude V# > d + 1. Let V* be the composite of V, with V+‘ (see [lo, 
p. 351). Then V*, = V, and V*/P = V+, so altitude V* > a + 1 (since height 
P + d = a). But R C V*, so altitude V* < a, by [6]; contradiction. Therefore 
V/P is algebraic over D/p. Q.E.D. 
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(6.2) THEOREM. With the notation of (3.1), let D be any ring such that 
R _C D C I. Then the following statements hold: 
(6.2.1) If P is a prime ideal in D such that height P + depth P = a, then 
~(Dp)-{(vo,Q);(V,IL’)~^y-andQ P is a rime ideal in V such that Q n D = P>, 
so Dp CID-p CJ(D,). 
(6.2.2) If b is a nonzero element in D such that altitude Db = a - 1, then 
VP,) ={(V,,P);(V,N)E~, P is a prime ideal in V, height P = a - 1, 
and b 4 P n D}, so D, _C I,, C 9(DJ. 
Proof. (6.2.1) If P E .kll(D), then it is readily seen that Y(Dp) = {(V, N); 
(V, N) E Y and N n D = P}, so Dp _C IDmP -C.F(D,). Therefore assume 
d = depth P 2 1. Let (V*, N*) E Y(Dp), let (PJ, NO) E T(D/P), and let P 
be an extension of V” to V*/N*. Then, since F/N* is algebraic over D/P (6.1), 
altitude V+ = altitude VO = d and the prime ideals in V# contract to distinct 
prime ideals in P’O (hence also in D/P) (by [24, Lemma 2, p. 511 and its proof). 
Let V be the composite of V* with V*, so V,“. = V* and V/N* = V+. There- 
fore altitude V = II and it follows that (I;, X) E Y(D) = Y (2.6), where N 
is the maximal ideal in V. Thus Y’(Dp) Z {( Vo , Q); (V, N) E Y and Q is a prime 
ideal in V such that Q n D = P}. The opposite inclusion is clear, since height 
P + depth P = a, and the last statement follows from this and the definition 
of I. 
(6.2.2) Since altitude Db = a - I, the proof is similar to the proof of 
(6.2.1). Q.E.D. 
The following corollary to (6.2.1) sharpens (4.4.1). 
(6.3) COROLLARY. Let C and D be rings such that R C C _C D C I, let Q 
be a prime ideal in D, and let P = Q n C. Assume height Q = hetght P and 
height P + depth P = a. Then height Q + depth Q = a. 
Proof. Let p=PnR and let S=R-p. Then R,_CCsCDsCIsC 
9(Rs), by (4.4.1) and (6.2.1), so Y(D,) = Y(Rs) (2.6). Also, QD, is a maximal 
ideal such that height QD, = altitude Rs (since height p = (4.4.1) height P = 
height Q). Therefore, by (6.2.1), there exists a (V, N) E Y(R) such that V has 
a prime ideal q such that q n D = Q, and therefore height Q + depth Q = a 
(2.8). Q.E.D. 
A result similar to (6.2) holds for certain factor domains, as will now be shown. 
(Concerning (6.4), (6.4.2) is useful for certain induction arguments. For example, 
see the proof of (lO.l).) 
(6.4) THEOREM. With the notation of (3.1), let C and D be rings such that 
R~C~DSI,letPbeaprimeidealinCsuchthathe@htP+depthP=a,and 
let E be the quotientjeld of C/P. Then the following statements hold: 
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(6.4.1) V(C/P) = (((V/p) n E, (N/p) n E); (V, N) E V and p is u p~itt~ 
ideal in V silch that p n C = P} = U Si , where Si = {(V’ n E, N’ n E); 
(V’s N’) E VDlQ,)> mui Qi is a prim ideal in D such that Qi n C = P and 
tight Qi + depthQi = a. Therefore C/P C fi((D/QJ n E) Z n (Y(D/QJ n E) = 
4w>- 
(6.4.2) If height P = 1 and either R’ C C OY C, = (C,,)’ , then Y(C/P) = 
{(V/p, N/p); (V, N) E Y and p is a prime ideal in V such that p n C = P}, 
SO C/P C I/(PC, n I) C Y(C/P). 
Proof. (6.4.1) By (2.8), let (V, N) E V such that there exists a prime ideal 
p in V such that p n C = P, so, by (2.8), height p = height P and depth p = 
depth P. Then it readily follows that ((V/p) n E, (N/p) n E) E Y(C/P). 
For the opposite inclusion, let d = altitude C/P and fix a (V, N) E Y as 
above. Let (V’J, No) E Y(C/P), so altitude V” = d. Then, as in the proof of 
(6.2.1), there exists an extension V# of V” to V,/p, altitude V# = d, the prime 
ideals in V# contract to distinct prime ideals in VO (and in C/P), and 
V* n E = V”. Let V* be the composite of V, with V#, and let N* be the 
maximal ideal in V*. Then it follows that altitude V* = a and (V*, N*) E 
V(C) = V. Therefore Y(C/P) = {((V/p) n E, (N/p) n E); (V, N) E Y and p 
is a prime ideal in V such that p n C = P}. 
Now, by (4.4.2), there exists a prime ideal Q in D such that Q n C = P 
and height Q + depth Q = a. And then, by (2.8), Q has this property if and only 
if there exists a (V, N) E V which has a prime ideal p such that Q = p n D 
and Q n C = p n C. Therefore, by applying what has already been shown for 
-tr(C/P) to Y(D/Q), it f o 11 ows that u Si = Y(C/P). Finally, it readily follows 
from this that C/P _C n ((D/Qi) n E) _C 0 (Y(D/Qi) n E) = Y(C/P). 
(6.4.2) By (6.4-l), it s&ices to prove that, for each (V, N) E V such that 
V has a prime ideal p such that p n C = P, C, = V, (for then I _C C, (so 
PC, n I is the only prime ideal in I which lies over P) and E is the quotient 
field of V/p). For this, let (V, N) E V = V(C) such that there exists a prime 
ideal p in V such that p n C = P, let Q = p n I, and let 4 = p n R’. Then 
height 4 = heightp = 1 (2.8). Therefore, if I?’ C C, then R’, = C, = I, = V, 
(since R’, is a maximal subring of F), and if C, = (C,)‘, then P n R =p n R 
is a height one prime ideal (2.8) and RPnR C C, = (C,)‘, so it follows that C, 
is a maximal subring of F (since R is Noetherian), hence C, = V, . Q.E.D. 
It will be shown in (7.4) that there are only finitely many such Qi in (6.4.1). 
The following special case of (6.4.1) is important enough to be separately 
stated. 
(6.5) COROLLARY. With the notation of (6.4.1), ;f I_C C, , then C/P _C 
I/(PC, n I) C J(C/P). 
Proof. Clear by (6.4.1). Q.E.D. 
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The next result is concerned with integral extension domains of R. 
(6.6) THEOREM. If D is a ring such that R C D C I and if S is an arbitrary 
integral extension domain of D, then V(R) = {(V* r\ F, N* n F); (V*, N*) E 
V(S)) and I = 4(S) n F. 
Proof. If (V*, N*) E Y(S), then, with (V, N) = (V* n F, N* n F), altitude 
V = a [24, Lemma 2, p. 511 and the prime ideals in V lie over distinct prime 
ideals in D (by incomparability of prime ideals in S which lie over a given prime 
ideal in D). Therefore (V, N) E Y(D) = V(R). 
For the opposite inclusion, if (V, N) E V(R) = V(D), then there exists an 
extension V* of V to the quotient field of S. Then SC I/*, since S is integral 
over D, and altitude V* = a [24, Lemma 2, p. 511. Therefore, since 
V = V* n F, the prime ideals in I’* contract to distinct prime ideals in S, 
hence (V*, N*) E Y’(S), where N* is the maximal ideal in V*. 
Finally, it readily follows from what has already been proved that 
9(S)nF=Z. Q.E.D. 
The next result is concerned with algebraic extension domains of R. 
(6.7) THEOREM. With the notation of (3.1) if S is an arbitrary algebraic 
extension domain of R such that altitude S = a, then I C 9(S). 
Proof. Let 9’ = {V*; I/* is a valuation ring in the quotient field of S, 
S C V*, and altitude V* = a}. Then, by definition, 9(S) 1 n {V*; V* E 9’“) 
and, for each V* E 9, altitude V* n F = a [24, Lemma 2, p. 511, so9(S) n F 2 
0 {V* n F; V* E 9’“) 2 I, by (5.5). Q.E.D. 
The final result in this section is concerned with the Henselization of R, 
when R’ is quasi-local. 
(6.8) PROPOSITION. Assume R’ is quasi-local, and let RH be the Henselization 
of R. Then Y(R) = {(V* n F, N* n F); (V*, N*) E V(RH)} andl = .Y(RH) n F. 
Proof. RH is an integral domain, since R’ is quasi-local, so ifFH is the quotient 
field of RH, then there exists an integral extension domain B of R with quotient 
field FH and a P E d,(B) such that RH = BP . Therefore, if (I/*, N*) E -Y(RH), 
then (V*, N*) E V(B), so (V* n F, N* n F) E V(R), by (6.6). 
For the opposite inclusion, let (V, N) E Y(R) and let (W, Q) be an extension 
of V to FH, so B’ C W and (W, Q) E -T(B’), by [24, Lemma 2, p. 511. Now 
(RH)’ = (R’)H [IO, Ex. 2, p. 1881, so FH is a normal extension of F (by the defi- 
nition of RIH [IO, p. 1801). Therefore, with P’ EJV,(B’) such that B’,, = 
RH’ = R’H, there exists an F-automorphism j? on FH such that /3(Q n B’) = P’, 
by [IO, (10.12)]. Thus it readily follows that (B(w), /I(Q)) E -Y(R”‘) = V(RH) 
and /3(W) n F = V. Therefore V(R) = {(V* n F, N* n F); (V*, N*) E -Lr(RH)}, 
hence S(RH) n F = I. Q.E.D. 
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The fact that I = Y(P) n F can be proved as a corollary of (6.6) and (6.7), 
and it can be proved even more directly as a corollary of (5.6). (Namely, R is a 
dense subspace of RH, so R* = Rx*, hence liR n FH = 9(RH) (5.6), whence 
S(RH) n F = I, by (5.6).) 
7. FURTHER FACTS ON LYING OVER PRIME IDEALS 
In this section we continue to use the notation of (3.1), and it will be shown 
that, for each prime ideal p in R such that height p + depth p = a, only finitely 
many prime ideals P in I such that height P = height p lie over p, and then, 
for each such P, I,,/PIp is a finite algebraic extension of R&R, (7.4). Also, 
some of the other results in Section 4 will be sharpened. 
(7.1) THEOREM. With the notation of (3.1), let ME Aa and let D be a 
ring such that R C D C I. Then there exist only finitely many P E ./Z,(D) such that 
P n R = M, and then, for each such P, D/P is afinite algebraic extension of RIM. 
Proof. Let S = R - M, so RM C I, C 4(R,) (6.2.1). Then it clearly suffices 
to prove the theorem for RIM and D, in place of R and D, and this is done in 
the sharper result in (7.2). Q.E.D. 
I do not know if every maximal ideal in I is in A!.(I) when A,(R) is an infinite 
set. (It follows from (2.3.1) that each maximal ideal in I is contained in 
u {p; PEA,(I)}. Th ere ore, f whenever da(I) is a finite set, this does hold.) 
In (7.2) it is shown that A,(I) is finite, if da(R) is finite. 
(7.2) THEOREM. With the notation of (3.1), if A=(R) is u finite set, then, for 
all rings D such that R C D Cl I, A,(D) is a finite set and, for each P E da(D), 
DIP is a jinite algebraic extension of R/(P n R). Morewet-, every maximal ideal 
in I is in &la(I). 
Proof. Let S’ =, R - u (M, M E A,(R)). Then R, = n (R,U ; 
ME d,(R)} C I, by (3.3.2), so R, C D, C I, = I and, by (4.4.1), PD, # DS , 
for each P E A?,(D). Therefore, since #(R,) = I (2.6), it may be assumed that 
R is semi-local. Also, in view of (4.4.2), to prove the first statement it suffices 
to prove it for the case D = I. 
Therefore, let u be a nonunit in I, and let RX = (R*/Z)’ be as in (5.6). Then, 
since R# n F = I (5.6), there exists a maximal ideal Q in R” such that u E Q, 
so u E Q n I. Therefore, each nonunit in I is in the finite union (J {Q n I; Q is 
a maximal ideal in R#}, so it follows from [lo, (2.7)] that I has only finitely many 
maximal ideals and each is of the form Q n I with Q maximal in R+. (R# has 
exactly g maximal ideals, since P is the direct sum of the local domains S, 
of the proof of (5.6).) Also, R#/Q is a finite algebraic extension of 
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(R*/Z)/(Q n (R*/Z)) = R*/M” = R/M, where M* is the maximal ideal in R” 
such that M*/Z = Q n (R*/z) and M = M* n R. Therefore, for each 
P E d,(I), I/P is a finite algebraic extension of R/(P n R). 
Finally, if P is a maximal ideal in I, then P C (J {Q; Q E &,(I)}, by (2.3.1) 
and (3.3.2) so PEA,(I) (since da(I) is a finite set, by what has already been 
proved). Q.E.D. 
By the existence theorems on valuations (for example, [22, Proposition 2]), 
if M E A,(R), then there exists a valuation ring (I’, N) in F such that R C V, 
N n R = M, altitude V = Q, and V/N is a finite algebraic extension of R/M. 
This, together with (5.5) and the fact that only finitely many P E .&Jr) lie 
over M (7.1), can be used to give an alternate proof that Z/P is a finite algebraic 
extension field of RIM. 
(7.3) Remark. It follows from (7.2) and (4.4.2) that the following statements 
are equivalent: UK,(R) is a finite set; M&O) is a finite set, for some ring D such 
that R C D C I; and, A,,(D) is a finite set, for each ring D such that R _C D C I. 
(7.4) extends (7.1) to each prime ideal P in each ring C such that height P + 
depthP = aandRCCCZ. 
(7.4) COROLLARY. With the notation of (3.1), let C and D be rings such that 
R C C C D C I and let P be a prime ideal in C such that height P + depth P := a. 
Then there exists at least one and at most a j2site number of prime ideals Q in D 
such that Q n C = P and height Q = height P, and then, for each such Q, 
depth Q = depth P and DolQDo is a $nite algebraic extension of C,/PC, . 
Proof. Let h = height P and let p = P n R, so height p == h and 
depth p = u - h (4.4.1). Also, by (4.4.2), there exists a Q E Spec D such that 
QnC = PandheightQ = h.LetS= R-p,soR,2CsC:D,CIsLC(Rs), 
by (6.2.1), and so all the previous results can be applied to this chain of rings. 
Thus, by (7.2), there exist only finitely many height h maximal ideals in .Y(Rs), 
so this also holds for Ds , by (7.3). Finally, by (7.2) and (4.4.2) for each 
NE AJDs) which lies over PC, , OS/N ’ IS a finite algebraic extension of Cs/PCs , 
and depth N n D = depth P, by (6.3). Q.E.D. 
Three more corollaries of (7.1) and (7.2) will now be given. 
(7.5) COROLLARY. With the notation oj(7.4), ij C is Noetheriun undY(C,) = 
Icep , then every prime ideal Q in I which is maximal with respect to lying over P 
is such that height Q = height P and depth Q = depth P. Moreover, Ic-,, is an 
H-domain (9.1). 
Proof. If Q is a prime ideal in I which is maximal with respect to Q n C = P, 
then Q&. is a maximal ideal. Therefore, if 9(C,) = Io-,, , then height Q = 
height Q& = height PC, = height P, by (7.2). Therefore depth Q = depth P, 
by (6.3), and &-e is an H-domain, by (9.7). Q.E.D. 
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(7.6) COROLLARY. With the notation of (7.4) if (0) = PO C PI C a** C P, 
is a maximal chain of prime ideals in C, then there exists at least one chain and at 
most a $nite number of chains of prime ideals (0) = Q0 C Q1 C * * * C Qa in D such 
that Qi n C = Pi (i = 0, l,..., a). 
Proof. This follows easily from (4.3) an (7.4). Q.E.D. 
This section will be closed with two results concerning the case AJR) is a 
finite set. The first of these shows that I is then integral over R + J. 
(7.7) COROLLARY. Assume that d,(R) is jinite, and let J’ = 0 {M, 
M E d,(R)}. Then I/J is integral over R/J’ so I = (R + J)‘. 
Proof. For each maximal ideal P in 1, I/P is a finite algebraic extension of 
R/(P n R), by (7.2). Thus, since j n R = J’ (by (3.3.2)) and J and J’ are finite 
intersections of maximal ideals (7.2), it follows that 1/J is a finite R/J’-module. 
Hence 1/J is integral over R/J’, so I is integral over R + J, and so I = (R + J)’ 
(2.3.1). Q.E.D. 
It should be noted in (7.7) that &Z,(R) and &Ya(R + J) have the same number 
of elements. 
(7.7) does not hold for all Noetherian domains. For example, if R is a 
Noetherian Hilbert domain such that altitude R = 2 and R has at least one and 
at most a finite number of height one maximal ideals, then J = (0) and R’ 
has a height one maximal ideal. Therefore R’ is not an H-domain, so, by (5.4), 
I # R’ = (R + (0))‘. (F or a specific example of such a ring, see [21].) 
The last result in this section gives an interesting description of 1, when R’ 
is quasi-local. 
(7.8) THEOREM. With the notation of (3.1), assume that R’ is quasi-local, 
and let M and M’ be the maximal ideals in R and R’, respectively. Let U = {u E F; 
u$R’andQ=(M,l/u)R[l/]‘p p u ES ro er and height Q < a} (possibly U is empty). 
Then U=I-RR’ (so I=R’ulJ=R’[Ul) and ifuEU, then u and l/u 
are not in R’. 
Proof. By (3.4.2) and the definition of U, UC I - R’. On the other hand, 
if u E I - R’, then l/u $ R’ (3.5.2). Therefore (M’, l/u) R’[l/u] is proper [24, 
Corollary, p. 201, so, by integral dependence, Q = (M, l/u) R[l/u] is proper; 
and height Q < a, by (3.4.2). Hence u E U, so U = I - R’. Q.E.D. 
8. I Is A KRULL DOMAIN 
In this brief section it is shown that I is a Krull domain (8.2) and each locali- 
zation of I at a height two prime ideal is an integrally closed Noetherian domain 
(8.3). 
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By using (5.6), it can be proved (much as in [lo, (33.10)] that Z is a Krull 
domain. However, a shorter proof can be given by using the first part of 
the following lemma. ((8.1.2) will be used in (9.7) to prove that Z is an 
H-domain.) 
(8.1) LEMMA (cf. [11, Lemma 5.61). Let R’ be the integral closure of a 
Noetherian domain R, let B be a set of height one prime ideals in R’, and let 
D = fi {R’, ; p E 9}. Then the following statements hold: 
(8.1.1) D is a Km11 domain. 
(8.1.2) Thme exists a one-to-one correspondence between the sets 8* = { p*; 
p* is a prime divisor of a nonzero principal ideal in D} and 8; namely, p and p” 
correspond if and only ;f R’, = D,. . 
Proof. If x E D, then the proof that XD = n {xR’, n D; x E pR’, and p E 9”) 
(which is a finite intersection of height one primary ideals) and the proof of 
(8.1.2) are the same as that given for the corresponding statements in [11, 
Lemma 5.61 (where it was assumed that R’ is Noetherian but not necessarily 
integrally closed). Therefore, since, for each p ~9, R’, = DR.-p = DcPR,,nD) , 
it follows from the definition of a Krull domain [IO, (1) and (2), p. 1151 and what 
has already been proved that D is a Krull domain. Q.E.D. 
We can now prove the main result in this section. 
(8.2) THEOREM. With the notation of (3.1), Z is u Km11 domain. 
Proof. By (5.1), it suffices to prove that D in (5.1) is a Krull domain, and this 
is clear by (8.1 .I). Q.E.D. 
It is known [IO, (33.12)] that if R’ is the integral closure of a Noetherian 
domain, then R’, is an integrally closed Noetherian domain, for all height 
two prime ideals P in R’. The following result shows that a somewhat similar 
result holds for I. 
(8.3) PROPOSITION. With the notation of (3.1), let B, C, and D be rings such 
that C is a Krull domain and R’ _C B Z Cc D C I. Then, for each height two 
prime ideal P in C such that depth P = a - 2, C, = BPnB = DC+ is an 
integrally cbxed Noetherian domain. 
Proof. Let Q - P n R’, so height Q = 2 and depth Q = II - 2 (44.1). 
Also, R’o is a Krull domain [IO, (33.5) and (33.6)] and is a Noetherian domain 
[lo, (33.1211 (since R’o is the integral closure of a local domain). Moreover, 
Z C R’, (5.2), so R’, = I&,-o) > C. Thus, since P n R’ = Q = (QR’o n C) nR’, 
R’(p&) = cp = zc-p ) and the conclusion easily follows from this. Q.E.D. 
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9. H-DOMAINS AND THE RING I 
In (5.4) it was shown that R’ is an H-domain (9.1) if and only if R’ = I. 
In this section we prove that I is always an H-domain (9.7) and give a number 
of related results. We begin with the following definition. 
(9.1) DEFINITION. An integral domain B is an H-domain in case, for each 
height one prime ideal p in B, depth p = altitudie B - 1. 
H-domains have been studied in a number of papers, so many properties 
and characterizations of such rings are known. (For example, see [12, 13, 181.) 
We list in the following remark those properties that are needed in this paper. 
(It should be noted that (9.2.1) generalizes to the semi-local case a result known 
to hold for local domains.) 
(9.2) Remark. Let R be a semi-local domain, and let altitude R = a. 
Then the following statements hold: 
(9.2.1) (cf. [13, (3.2)].) If R is an H-domain and M’ is a maximal ideal 
in R’, then either height M’ = a or height M’ = 1. If either a = 1 or there 
does not exist a height one maximal ideal in R’, then R’ is an H-domain. 
(9.2.2) [12, Lemma 4.61. If R is local and S is a quasi-local domain which 
is integral over R, then R is an H-domain if and only if S is an H-domain. 
(9.2.3) [12, Proposition 4.71. If R is local with maximal ideal M and u > 1, 
then R is an H-domain if and only if height MR[c/b] = a - 1, for all analytically 
independent elements b, c in M. 
(9.2.4) If B C C are integral domains such that C is integral over B, and if C 
is an H-domain, then B is an H-domain. 
Proof. (9.2.1) Since every integral domain of altitude 61 in an H-domain, 
it may be assumed that a > 1. Assume that R is an H-domain and let M’ be 
a maximal ideal in R’. Suppose I < height M’ < a. Then, since R’ has only 
finitely many maximal ideals, there exists a height one prime ideal p’ C M’ 
in R’ such that d = depth p’ = height M’/p’ < u - 1. Let b E p’ such that b 
is not in any other prime ideal in R’ which lies over p’ n R, let T = R[b], 
and let p = p’ n T, so height p = 1 and depth p = d < a - 1. Therefore, 
by [7, Theorem 81, there exists a height one prime ideal in R which has depth = 
d < a - 1; contradiction. Therefore either height M’ = u or height M’ = 1. 
Now assume that there does not exist a height one maximal ideal in R’, let 
p’ be a height one prime ideal in R’, and let d = depth p’. Then, as in the 
preceding paragraph, there exists a height one prime ideal in R which has 
depth = d. Hence, since R is an H-domain, d = a - 1, and so R’ is an 
H-domain. 
(9.2.2) and (9.2.3) are proved in the cited references. 
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(9.2.4) If p is a height one prime ideal in B, then there exists a height one 
prime ideal q in C such that q n B = p. Therefore, if C is an H-domain, then 
depthp = depth q = altitude C - 1 ..: altitude B - 1, hence B is an H-domain. 
Q.E.D. 
In (5.4) it was proved that I = R’ if and only if R’ is an H-domain. (9.3)-(9.6) 
are corollaries of this. 
(9.3) COROLLARY. With the notation of (3.1), ;f there exists a Noetherian 
ring D such that R C D C I = D’, then D and Z are H-domains. 
Proof. If D’ = I, then I is an H-domain (by (5.4); see (3.2)), hence D is an 
H-domain (9.2.4). Q.E.D. 
(9.3) is sharpened in (9.8) below. 
(9.4) is concerned with the situation in this paper. Its corollary (9.5) is more 
general and gives a sufficient condition for the integral closure of an arbitrary 
semi-local domain of altitude > 1 to be an H-domain. (It is assumed that u > 1 
in (9.4) and (9.5), since every integral domain of altitude one is an H-domain.) 
(9.4) COROLLARY. Assume that R is semi-local, that a > I, and that there 
exists a nonzero element b E R’ such that I C R’, . Then the following statements 
hold: 
(9.4.1) If every maximal ideal in R’ has height > 1, then R’ = I is an H-domain. 
(9.4.2) There exists a nonzmo c E R’ such that R’, = I, so R[c, I/c] and 
R’, are H-domains. 
Proof. (9.4.1) There arc at most a finite number of height one prime ideals 
in R’ which contain b, and for all other height one prime ideals p in R’, pRfb n I 
is a height one prime ideal in I which lies over p. Therefore, by (4.6) only 
finitely many height one prime ideals in R’ have depth < a - 1, and so only 
finitely many height one prime ideals in R have depth < a - 1. But, since R 
is semi-local, this implies that if q is a height one prime ideal in R, then either 
depth q = a - 1 or q is maximal [15, (2.6)]. Now, by hypothesis, q is not 
maximal, hence R is an H-domain and there are no height one maximal ideals 
in R’, so R’ is an H-domain (9.2.1). Therefore I = R’ (5.4). 
(9.4.2) If R’ has no height one maximal ideals, then the conclusion follows 
from (9.4.1) and (9.2.4) with c = 1. Therefore assume that R’ has height one 
maximal ideals. Then let c E R’ such that c is in a maximal ideal M’ in R’ if and 
only if height M’ = I, so R’, has no height one maximal ideals, R’, C n {RI,,,, ;
M’ E d,(R’)} C I (3.3.2), and I _C Rlac = R’[l/c], . Therefore, since R[c, l/c] 
is semi-local (since c is in a prime ideal in R[c] if and only if it is a height one 
maximal ideal, by the choice of c), the conclusion follows from (9.4.1) and (9.2.4) 
(and (2.6)). Q.E.D. 
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(9.5) COROLLARY. Let R be a semi-local domain such that altitude R = a > 1, 
and assume there exists a fkitely generated algebraic extension domain S of R such 
that altitude S = a and S’ is an H-domain. Then either R and R’ are H-domains 
(if there are no height one maximal ideals in R’) or R[c, l/c] and R’, are H-domains, 
where c is in a maximal ideal M’ in R’ if and only if height M’ = 1. 
Proof. Let A be a finitely generated ring over R such that A C S, A is 
integral over R, and A and S have the same quotient field. Then I = Y(R) C 
Y(A) CY(S) (6.7), andY(S) = s’ (5.4). Th ere f ore, since S is finitely generated 
over A, there exists 0 # b E A such that 9(A) _C S’ C A’, . Now A is semi-local, 
so, if R’ has no height one maximal ideals, then A’ has none [lo, (10.14)], 
so J(A) = A’ is an H-domain (9.4.1), and so R and R’ are H-domains (9.2.4). 
Finally, if R’ has a height one maximal ideal, then let c E R’ such that c is in a 
maximal ideal M’ in R’ if and only if height M’ = 1. Then, as in the proof of 
(9.4.2), .9(A) = 9(A[c],) C Albo . Therefore A’, is an H-domain (9.4.1), so 
R[c, l/c] and R’, are H-domains (9.2.4). Q.E.D. 
The following example is related to (9.4.2) and (9.5). It also gives some details 
on Example 3 of Section 2. 
EXAMPLE. Let R be a semi-local domain such that R is an H-domain and R 
is not an H-domain. (For example, let R be as in [lo, Example 2, pp. 203-2051 
in the case m = 0.) (Thus altitude A = a > 1 and there exists a height one 
maximal ideal in R’ (9.2.1).) Let c E R’ such that c is in a maximal ideal M 
in R’ if and only if height M’ = 1. Then R[c, l/c] is semi-local, R’, = R[c, 1 /cl’ 
is an H-domain, I = R’, , and c is a unit in I. 
Proof. R[c, l/ ] c is semi-local, by the proof of (9.4.2). Also, R[c, l/c] is an 
H-domain (since, if Q is a height one prime ideal in R[c, l/c], then, by the choice 
of c, height 4 n R = 1 and R[c, l/cl/n is integral over R/(q r\ R), so depth Q = 
depth CJ A R = a - 1) and R[c, l/c]’ = R’, has no height one maximal ideals 
(by the choice of c), so R’, is an H-domain (9.2.1). Finally, R’, Cl = 9(R), 
as in the proof of (9.4.2), hence I = 9(X,) = R’, , by (2.6) and (5.4), and so 
c is a unit in I. Q.E.D. 
(9.6) COROLLARY. With the notation of (7.8), R is an H-domain ;f and only 
if U = p 
Proof. R is an H-domain if and only if R’ is an H-domain (9.2.2) if and only 
if R’ = I(5.4) if and only if U = v, by (7.8). Q.E.D. 
(9.7) is the main result of this section. 
(9.7) THEOREM. With the notation of (3.1), I is an H-domain. 
481/5211-9 
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Proof. By (5.1), it suffices to prove that the ring D of (5.1) is an H-domain. 
For this, let q be a height one prime ideal in D, and let p = q n R’. Then 
D,, = R’, (8.1.2), so height p = 1, hence depth p = a - 1 (4.6). Therefore, 
since q is the only prime ideal in Z which lies over p (since Z, = R’& depth q = 
a - 1 (4.4.2). Thus Z = D is an H-domain. Q.E.D. 
(9.8) COROLLARY. Let D be a ring such that R _C D C Z andl is integral over D. 
Then D is an H-domain. 
Proof. This follows immediately from (9.7) and (9.2.4). Q.E.D. 
(9.9) COROLLARY. If A,(R) is a finite set, then R + J is an H-domain. 
Proof. Z is integral over R + J, by (7.7), so R + J is an H-domain (9.8). 
Q.E.D. 
The next result shows that Z is the only Krull domain between R and Z which 
is an H-domain. Half of (9.10) will be generalized in (9.14). 
(9.10) PROPOSITION. Let D be a Krull domain such that R C D C I. Then 
D = I if and only if D is an H-domain. 
Proof. If D = Z, then D is an H-domain (9.7). 
Conversely, if D is an H-domain, then, for each height one prime ideal p 
in D, depth p = a - 1. Therefore, by (4.5), Z C D, , so D = fl {D, ; p is a 
height one prime ideal in D} 1 Z2 D, so D = I. , Q.E.D. 
(9.11) COROLLARY. With the notation of (3.1), let P be a prime ideal in A 
such that he&ht P + depth P = a. Then the fobwing statements hold: 
(9.11.1) Zf ZCA, and (A/P)’ is an H-domain, then I/(PAp n I) C (A/P)’ 
and l/(PAp n Z) is an H-domain. 
(9.11.2) Zf (A,,) ’ is an H-domain, then $(A,) = ZAmp = (Ap)‘. 
Proof. (9.11.1) By [lo, (33.10)], A/P is integral over a Neotherian domain 
S such that S and A/P have the same quotient field. Then S C A/P 2 (A/P)’ C 
9(S) = 9(A/P) = (9.10) (A/P)‘, SO by (6.5), A/P CZ/(PAp n I) C (A/P)‘, 
hence Z/(PAp n I) is an H-domain (9.2.4). 
(9.11.2) A, is integral over a local sub-domain L with quotient field F. 
Therefore L CA, C (Ap)’ ZZ,-, C (6.2.1) 9(A,) = (A,,)‘, by (9.10), since 
.qAp) = 9(L). Q.E.D. 
If, in (9.11.1) A = R’, then ZC A,, for all depth a - 1 prime ideals P in A 
(4.5). 
The next two results are characterizations of an H-local domain. They are 
related to the results in [18], but they could not conveniently be given there, 
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since their proofs depend quite heavily on some of the previous results in this 
paper. (9.12) h s ows an interesting result concerning analytically independent 
elements in a local domain. 
(9.12) PROPOSITION. The following statements are equivalent for a local 
domain (R, M) such that altitude R = a > 2: 
(9.12.1) R is not an H-domain. 
(9.12.2) There exist analytically independent elements b, c in M such that 
height MR[c/b] < a - 1. 
(9.12.3) There exist analytically independent elements d, e in M such that 
altitude R[e/d] < a. 
Proof. (9.12.1) 9 (9.12.2), by (9.2.3). 
By [I 1, Lemma 4.31, x, y are analytically independent in M if and only if 
MR[ y/x] is a depth one prime ideal such that height MR[ y/x] < a - 1. 
Therefore (9.12.3) + (9.12.2). 
Finally, assume that (9.12.1) holds. Then’ R’ is not an H-domain (9.2.4), 
and we consider two cases: (a) there exists a maximal ideal M’ in R’ such that 
1 < height M’ < a; and, (b) each maximal ideal M’ in R’ is such that height 
M’E{~, a}. 
For (a), let x E M’ and not in any other maximal ideal in R’, and let y in all 
maximal ideals in R’ such that height (x, y) R’,* = 2. Then x/y and y/x are not 
in R’,, , so M’R’[x/y] is a depth one prime ideal [24, Corollary, p. 201, hence 
MR[x/y] is a depth one prime ideal, by integral dependence. Also, y/x is in 
NR’, , for all other maximal ideals N in R’, so y/x E J (3.3.2), hence altitude 
R[x/y] < a (3.4.3). Therefore let d, e E M such that e/d = x/y, so d, e are 
analytically independent in M [ll, Lemma 4.31. 
For (b), let x E R’ such that x is in a maximal ideal M’ in R’ if and only if 
height M’ = 1, so every maximal ideal in R[l/x]’ has height = a. Also, R[l/x]’ 
is not an H-domain, since R’ is not and only height one maximal ideals in R 
are lost in R[l/x]’ (and since there exists p E Spec R such that height p = 1 
and 0 < depth p < a - 1, so there exists p’ E Spec R’ such that height p’ = 1 
and 0 < depth p’ < a - 1). Therefore R[x, l/x] is semi-local, altitude 
R[x, l/x] = a, and R[x, I/x] is not an H-domain (9.2.1), so it may be assumed 
to begin with that all maximal ideals in R’ have height = a. Thus j’ C J, by 
(3.3.2), (3.7) and (5.4), where J’ is the Jacobson radical of R’. Therefore let 
u E 1 such that u $ J’, so altitude R’[l/u] < a (3.4.3). Also, u 4 M’R’,, , for 
some maximal ideal M’ in R’ (since u $ J’). Fix such M’ and suppose l/u E Ii’,* . 
Then l/u E M’R’,, , so height (M’, l/u) R’[l/u] = a; contradiction. Therefore 
u and I/u are not in R’,s , so with d, e in M such that l/u = e/d, it follows as in 
the last paragraph that d, e are analytically independent in M. Thus (9.12.1) * 
(9.12.3). Q.E.D. 
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It is known [IS, (2.1 I)] that if (R, M) is a local domain, then R’ is 
an H-domain if and only if, for all elements u in an algebraic closure of the 
quotient field of R such that MR[u] is proper, height N = altitude R, for all 
maximal ideals N 1 MR[u]. Using this, we have the following corollary to (9.12). 
(9.13) COROLLARY. Let (R, M) be a local domain, let a = altitude R, and 
let F* be an algebraic closure of the quotient jeld of R. Then the following statements 
are equivalent: 
(9.13.1) R is an H-domain. 
(9.13.2) FOY each II in F* such that (M, u) R[u] is proper, height 
(M 4 R[ul E { 1, 4. 
(9.13.3) For each II E F* such that MR[u] is proper, hkght NE { 1, a}, for 
each maximal ideal N 1 MR[u]. 
Proof. The result is clear if a < 2, so assume that a > 2. Also, it is clear 
that (9.13.3) * (9.13.2). 
Assume R is not an H-domain. Then there exist analytically independent 
elements d, e in M such that’ altitude R[e/d] < a (9.12), so 1 < height 
(M, e/d) R[e/d] < a. Therefore (9.13.2) =c- (9.13.1). 
Finally, assume (9.13.1) holds, let u EF* such that MR[u] is proper, and let 
N be a maximal ideal in R[u] such that MR[u] C N. If there are no height one 
maximal ideals in R’, then R’ is an H-domain (9.2.1), so height N = a, by 
[l8, (2.1 I)]. Therefore assume there exists a height one maximal ideal in R’ 
and let c in all height one maximal ideals in R’ such that c - 1 is in all other 
maximal ideals in R’. Then there exists a maximal ideal P in R[u, c] such that 
P n R[u] = N and height P = height N. If c E P, then height P n R[c] = 1, 
so height N = height P = 1. If c $ P, then P* = PR[u, c, l/c] is proper and 
maximal. Now R[c, l/c] is an H-local domain [16, (4.5)] and there are no height 
one maximal ideals in its integral closure, so R[c, l/c] is an H-domain (9.2.1). 
Also, Q = P* n R[c, l/c] is the maximal ideal (since P* n R = N n R = M) 
and P* > QR[c, 1 jc, u], so height N = height P = height P* = altitude 
R[c, l/c] = altitude R, by 1118, (2.11)]]. Therefore (9.13.1) 2 (9.13.3). Q.E.D. 
The final result in this section partially generalizes (5.4) and (9.10). It will 
be used in the proof of (12.4). 
(9.14) PROPOSITION. If D is an integral domain such that a = altitude D < 00 
and D’ is a Krull domain and an H-domain, then 9(D) = D’. 
Proof. Let p be a height one prime ideal in D’, so depth p = a - 1 (by 
hypothesis). Therefore there exists a (V, N) E Y(D) such that the height one 
prime ideal 4 in I’ lies over p. Then, since D’ is a Krull domain, D’, = V, > 
V > 4(D), so D’ = n {D’, ; p E Spec D’ and heightp = 1) 3 9(D) I D’ (2.3.1). 
Q.E.D. 
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10. SOME RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN I AND R# 
In this section we show that, for each prime ideal p in I such that height p + 
depth p = Q, there exists at least one and at most finitely many prime ideals 
P in R+ (see (5.6)) such that P n I = p, height P = height p, and depth P = 
depth p (10.2). Th en, in (10.6), it is shown that if C is a Noetherian ring such 
that R C C c 1, and if P E da(C), then Y(C,) = R#, n F, where S is the com- 
plement in R” of the union of the maximal ideals in R+ which lie over P. We 
begin with a result concerning certain chains of prime ideals in I. 
(10.1) THEOREM. With the notation of (5.6), if (0) = p0 Cpl C e** Cp, is 
a (maximal) chain of prime ideals in I, then there exists at least one chain and at 
most a finite number of chains of prime ideals P, C P1 C a.9 C P, in RX such that 
Pr n I = pi (i = 0, l,..., a). 
Proof. By (5.6) and its proof, R# n F = n (V(qi,) n F) = I. Thus, since 
each I’&) n F is either a DVR or is F, and since I is a Krull domain (8.2). 
if p is a height one prime ideal in I, then there exists a height one prime ideal 
P in R# such that P n I = p. Also, for each such P, depth P = a - 1 (since 
R# satisfies the first chain condition [lo, (34.4)]), so depth P n (R*/Z) = a - 1. 
Therefore, if P* is the prime ideal in R* such that 2 C P* and P*/Z = 
P n (R*/Z), then depth P* = u - 1, so P* is a minimal prime divisor of 
(p n R) R*, hence there are only finitely many such P. Therefore it follows 
that the conclusion holds when u = 1 (since there are only finitely many minimal 
prime ideals in R#). 
Therefore assume a > 1 and the conclusion holds for the case a - 1. Let 
q’ = pi n R’. Since the quotient field of R’/q’ is a finite algebraic extension of 
the quotient field of R/(q’ n Ii), there is a finite integral extension domain R, 
of R such that R, c R’ and R,/(q’ n R,) and R’lq’ have the same quotient field. 
Let b E R’ such that q’ is the only prime ideal in R’ which lies over q = q’ n R,[b], 
so pi is the only prime ideal in I which lies over q (since IS1 = R’,y , by (4.5)). 
Let T be the total quotient ring of R* and let D be the completion of R,[b], 
so D C R*‘. Then R*/Z C D/(ZT n D) C R#, so R# = D’. Therefore, since 
R,[b] is semi-local and J(R,[b]) = I (2.6), it may be assumed that R = R,[b] 
and p, is the only prime ideal in I which lies over q = p1 n R. 
Let K = n {P E Spec R#; P n I = pl}, and let O denote residue class modulo 
K. Then R*O 1 I0 = I/p1 >_ R’O > P = R/q and P and R’O have the same 
quotient field. Therefore 9(P) = .Y(R’O) = 9(I”), by (2.6) and (6.4.2), so 
Ro C I0 L 9(R”). 
Let RO* be the completion of P, let Z* = n (2” E Spec Ro*; depth a* = 
a - l} (note that depth q = a - 1, by (4.7)), and let q1 ,..., qh be the depth 
a - 1 prime divisors of qR*. Then n(qJZ) = K n (R*/Z) since p, is the only 
prime ideal in I which lies over q), and Z* = n {qJqR*; i = I,..., h}, hence 
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(R*/Z)O -;. Roe/Z*. Let C = P/Z* and let E be the quotient field of Ro = R/q, 
SO C’ n E = Y(F), by (5.6). Also, Rro is a finite integral extension ring of C, 
since C = (R*/Z)O, so R#O ’ is a finite integral extension ring of C’. 
Now, p,/p, Cp,/p, C ... Cp,/p, is a chain of prime ideals of length a - 1 
in IO, so there exists at least one chain (and only finitely many chains) of prime 
ideals in Y(P) which lies over this chain of prime ideals (7.6). Therefore, by 
induction, there exists at least one chain (and only finitely many chains) of prime 
ideals in C’ which lies over pi/p, C ... Cp,/p, . Since R*O’ is a finite integral 
extension ring of C’, this also holds for RN’, and then for R*O. Finally, since 
there are only finitely many minimal prime ideals in R*, the conclusion follows. 
Q.E.D. 
(10.2) COROLLMY. With the notation of ( 10. I), if p is II prime ideal in I 
such that hetght p + depth p = a, then there exists at least one and at most finitely 
many prime ideals P in R# such that P n Z = p, height P = height p, and depth 
P = depth p. Moreower, each prime i&al Q in W such that Q n Z = p is such that 
hetght Q > height p. 
Proof. The first statement is clear by (10.1), so let Q be a prime ideal in 
P such that Q n I = p. Then height Q + depth Q = a (since R# satisfies 
the first chain condition), so there exists a prime ideal q* in R* such that height 
g* = height Q, depth q* = depth Q, Z C q*, and q*/Z = Q n (R*/Z). Then 
q*nR=QnR=pnR=(say)q, so height q = height p and depth q = 
depth p (4.4.1). Therefore, since q* 2 qR*, height Q = height q* 3 height q = 
height p. Q.E.D. 
Instead of beginning with p E Spec Z such that height p + depth p = a, 
as in (10.2), (10.3) considers what can be said when starting with’an arbitrary 
PESpeCR*. 
(10.3) PROPOSITION. Zf P is a prime id& in p, then tight P 2 hakht 
P n R 2 height P n I. Zf hkght P = height P n R, then height P = 
tightPnZ,depthP=depthPnZ=depthPnR,andPisaminim&pri~ 
divisor of (P n I) R+. 
Proof. Since height P + depth P = a, there exists a prime ideal p* in R* 
such that height p* = height P, depth p* = depth P, ZCp*, and p*/Z = 
P n (R*/Z). Thenp* 1 (p* n R) R*, so height P = heightp* > height P n R 
(since P n R = p* n R), and height P nR >, height P n Z, by (2.1.1). 
Now let p = P n R and assume that height p = height P = (say) h. Let 
b 1 ,..*, bh EP such that height (b, ,..., bi) R = i (i = l,..., h). Then, it follows 
from the diagram R C R* -+ R*lZ C R+ and the first chain condition in RP 
that height (b, ,..., bi) R+ = i (i = l,..., h). Therefore there exist prime ideals 
PO C P, C ... C P,, = P such that Pi is a minimal prime divisor of (b, ,..., bi) RI*, 
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so’(O)CP,nIC... C I’,, n I, hence height P n I 2 h, and so height p = 
height P n I = h and P is a minimal prime divisor of (P n I) l++, by what has 
already been proved. Finally, depth p = a - h, since p* is a minimal prime 
divisor of pR* and depth p* = a - h, so depth P n I = a - h = depth P, 
by (6.3). Q.E.D. 
The last important relationship between I and R# that we consider is given in 
(10.5). To prove (10.5), the following lemma is needed. The lemma isolates the 
situation that occurs in the proof of (10.5), and we state and prove the lemma 
separately essentially to keep from overburdening the proof of (10.5). 
(10.4) LEMMA. Let R* be a complete semi-local ring with total quotient ring T, 
let B be a $nitely generated ring over R* such that B C T, and let Q be a maximal 
ideal in B such that height Q = altitude B = altitude R* = (say) a. Let 
Z=~{z~SpecR*;depthz=a},letZ’=ZTnB,andlet W=n{wESpecB; 
depth w = a}. Assume that B/Z’ is integral over R*lZ. Then W = Z’, WB, = 
n {w’ E Spec B, ; depth w’ = a}, and WC* = n {z’ E Spec C*; depth z’ = a}, 
where C* is the completion of Bo . 
Proof. Let w E Spec B such that depth w = a, and let z = w n R*. Then 
R*lz C B/w C T/wT C E = the quotient field of R*/z, so, by (2.1.1), depth z > 
depth w = a, so depth z = a, and so z 2 Z. Therefore w = zT n B 2 ZT n 
B = Z’, so W >_ Z’. For the opposite inclusion, if z E Spec R* and depth z = a, 
then let w = zT n B. Then R*/z C B/w and B/w is integral over R*lz (since 
B/Z’ is integral over R*IZ). Therefore depth w = depth z = a, $0 w 1 W, 
hence Z’ 2 W, and so Z’ = W. 
Now let w E Spec B such that depth w = a and w C Q. Then B/w is a finite 
R*/(w n R*)- lg b a e ra ( since B/W is integral over R*/( W n R*) and W c w 
(by hypothesis and the preceding paragraph)), so B/w is a complete local domain 
(since R*l(w n R*) is), hence a = depth w = height Q/w. On the other hand, 
if w’ E Spec Bo is such that depth w’ = a, then depth w’ n B = a (since 
altitude B = a). Therefore WB, = n {w’ E Spec Bo ; depth w’ = a} = (say) w’. 
Finally, let w’ E Spec B, such that depth w’ = a, and let w = w’ n B. 
Then B,/w’ s (Blw)olu, = B/w is a complete local domain (as noted above), 
so w’C* is a prime ideal and depth w’C* = a (since C*/w’C* is the completion 
of Be/w’, so C*/w’C* s B/w). Therefore WC* 1 Z” = n {z’ E Spec C*; depth 
z’ = a). For the opposite inclusion, if z’ E Spec C* and depth z’ = a, then 
necessarily z’ is a minimal prime divisor of (z’ n B,) C* and depth z’ n B, = a. 
Therefore, by what has just been shown, z’ = (z’ n B,) C* 1 WC*, so 
Z”1 WC*, hence Z” = w’C* = WC*. Q.E.D. 
The next result is important for at least two ,reasons. First, it describes 
Y(G), for NE A,(l). Using this description, it might be possible to show 
-@(IN) = IN ; and if this is true, then the Catenary Chain Conjecture holds. 
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(See (13.9).) Secondly, it will be used in (10.6) to show that if C is a Noetherian 
ring between R and I, and if P E &X,(C), then Y(C,) = R#, n F, for a certan 
m.c. set S in R#. This shows that to find Y(C,), it is not necessary to first find 
((C,)*/Z*)‘, where (C,)* is the completion of C, and Z* = n {z* E Spec (CP)*; 
depth a* = a}. (See (5.6).) 
(10.5) THEOREM. With the notation of (5.6), let N be a maximal ideal in I, 
let N,,..., Nk (k < g) be the maximal ideals in R# which lie over N, and let .z*~ 
be the minimalprime ideal in R+ such that Zig C Ni . Then9(IN) = (RiV-/K) n F = 
RS n F, where K = n {Zig; i = I,..., k) and S = R# - u {Ni ; i = I,..., k}. 
Proof. By the proof of (5.6), R” is the direct sum of the g integrally closed 
complete local domains (R*/z,)‘, so R# has exactly g maximal ideals and g 
minimal prime ideals. Therefore p/K = li,#, so (R#/K) n F = ps n F. 
By (7.2), let u EN such that u is not in any other maximal ideal in I. Now 
height N = a (7.2), so Q’ = N n R[u] E Ma(R[u]) (4.4.1). Also, N is the only 
maximal ideal in I which lies over Q’. Therefore $(I,.,) = S(Is[+o,) = 
J(R[u],,), by (2.6) and (6.2.1). 
Let B = R*[u], so R* and B have the same total quotient ring T. Now 
Q = Q’B is a maximal ideal in B and C = R[u],e is a dense subspace of B, 
[II, Lemma 3.21. Therefore height Q = a. Let 2, Z’, and W be as in (10.4), 
and let R# be as in (5.6). Then B/Z’s (R*/Z)[u] C R# = (R*/Z)’ (since 
u E I = R# n F), so B/Z’ is integral over R*/Z. Therefore, by (10.4), W = Z’, 
and Z’C* = WC* = n {z” E Spec C*; depth Z” = a} = (say) Z”, where C* is 
the completion of B, (and of C[l 1, Lemma 3.21). 
LetL = (B/Z’),,,! . Then L is a complete local ring, since B/Z’ is a complete 
semi-local ring (since R*/Z C B/Z’ C (R*/Z)‘) and since Q/Z’ is a maximal ideal 
in B/Z’. Now C*/Z’C* is (isomorphic to) the completion of L (since 
L z BJZ’B,), so C*/Z’C* z L (since L is complete). Also, Z’C* = Z”, as 
noted above. 
Now, by (5.6), (C*/Z”)’ n F = 9(C), so L’ n F = Y(C). Also, if M’ is a 
maximal ideal in R”, then M’ n I = N if and only if M’ n (B/Z’) = Q/Z’, since 
N is the only maximal ideal in I which lies over Q’ and since Q is the only maximal 
ideal in B which lies over Q’ [I 1, Lemma 3.21. (Note that M’ n I is maximal 
(by (10.3)) and M’ n (B/Z’) is maximal (by integral dependence).) Therefore 
L’ = R#, = p/K, hence Y(IN) = Y(C) = L’ n F = RsS n F. Q.E.D. 
It was just shown that RS n F = 9(IN). For the proof of (10.6), we need a 
refinement of this. Namely, let S be as in (10.5), and let zi , Si , Ki , and V(& 
be as in the proof of (5.6). Th en, with So = R# - (J {z*$ E Spec RR; depth 
Zig = a} and S* = S n So, R+ and R#,. have the same total quotient ring 
and Rx,, n F = RsS n f = Y(I,,,). (For, R#S. n F = n {V(q,,) n F, 
i=l ,..., k), and R#s n F = n { V(qij)O n F, i = l,..., k), where V(qid)” = 
Kl 0 ... 0 (Si)gij 0 .** 0 Kc -) 
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(10.6) COROLLARY. With the notation of (5.6) and its proof, let C be 
a Noetherian ring such that R C C C I and let P E AJC). Let So = R# - 
U {Zig E Spec RR; depth Zig = a}, let S = Itd - U (NE &,(R+); N n C = P}, 
let S* = S n So, and let K = 0 {Zig; zei C N, for some NE Aa such that 
N n C = P}. Then Y(C,) = R#-, n F = R#,, n F = (R#/K) n F. 
Proof. R#s = R#/K, as in the proof of (10.5), and R#s n F = RssI n F, 
by the preceeding paragraph, so RX, n F = Rss+ n F = (Rx/K) n F. 
Let Qr ,..., Q,, be the maximal ideals in I that lie over P (7.2) and, for 
i = I,..., n, let Vi = (RX - U {N E .&%,(R#); N n I = Qi}) n So. Now 
N EA,(R#) lies over P if and only if N n I = Qi , for some i = I,..., n, 
by (10.3). Therefore S* = n Vi , so RS. n F = (n R#“J n F = n {Rsui n F; 
i=l ,..., n} = n {#(loi); i = I,..., n}, by (10.5) and the comment preceeding 
this corollary, =X(IcPP), by (2.3.2), =9(C,), by (2.6) and (6.2.1). Q.E.D. 
(10.7) Remark. The assumption that C is Noetherian in (10.6) is not 
essential, as is seen by its proof. It was included because the characterization of 
Y(R) given in (5.6) required R to be semi-local, and (10.6) shows that to find 
Y(C,) (with C Noetherian and R C C cY(R)), it is not necessary to repeat 
the construction of (5.6) for C, . 
11. HILBERT DOMAINS AND THE RING I 
In this section, four results concerning 9(R) are proved, where R is a 
Noetherian Hilbert domain. The first of these shows that 9(R) is often equal 
to R’. 
(11.1) PROPOSITION. With the notation of (3.1), assume that R is a Hilbert 
domain such that height M’ = a, for all maximal ideals M’ in R’. Then I = R’, 
so R and R’ are H-domains. 
Proof. By (5.4) and (9.2.4), it suffices to prove that R’ is an H-domain. For 
this, assume that every prime ideal P in R’ such that height P = h (for some h 
(1 < h < a)) is such that depth P = a - h, and let p be a prime ideal in R 
such that height p = h - 1. Then depth p > 1. Let u EP such that u is not in 
any other prime ideal in R’ which lies over p n R, so height p n R[u] = h - 1. 
Also, every height h prime ideal in R[u] has depth a - h (by assumption and 
integral dependence). Now p n R[u] is contained in infinitely many prime ideals 
in R[ziJ (if depthp = 1, since R[u] is a Hilbert ring), so there exists a prime ideal 
Q in R[u] such that p n R[u] C Q and height Q = height p n R[u] + 1 = h 
[7, Theorem 11. Therefore a - h + 1 > depth p n R[u] > depth Q + 1 = 
a - h + 1, so depth p = depth p n R[u] = a - h + 1. Thus it follows that 
R’ is an H-domain. Q.E.D. 
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It was actually shown in the proof of (I I .I) that if P is any prime ideal in 
either R or R’, then height P + depth P = altitude R. 
From here to the end of this paper we will often be interested in certain chain 
conditions on a ring, so we pause to give the relevant definitions. 
(I 1.2) DEFINITION. Let B be a ring, and let a = altitude B. 
(I 1.2.1) B satisfies the first chain condition fog prime ideals (f.c.c.) in case 
each maximal chain of prime ideals in B has length = u. 
(11.2.2) B is cutenary in case, for each pair of prime ideals P CQ in B, 
(B/P), lP satisfies the f.c.c. 
(11.2.3) B satisfies the second chain condition for prime ideuls (s.c.c.) in case, 
for each minimal prime ideal z in B, every maximal chain of prime ideals in 
every integral extension domain of B/z has length = u. 
(11.2.4) B satisfies the chain condition for prime idea& (c.c.) in case, for each 
pair of prime ideals P C Q in B, (B/P)O,p satisfies the S.C.C. 
Many facts are known about rings which satisfy one or another of these chain 
conditions. Most of the results that will be needed in what follows are sum- 
marized in [12, Remarks 2.22-2.251. 
In (11.1) it was shown that height P + depth P = a, for all P E Spec R. 
It is known [3, Proposition, p. 4781 that this does not imply that R satisfies 
the f.c.c. (However, it does imply the f.c.c. for local domains [15, (2.191.) It 
was also shown in (I 1.1) that height P + depth P = a, for all P E Spec R’; and 
it is an open problem if this implies R’ satisfies the f.c.c. (This does hold, if 
the Chain Conjecture (13.1) holds.) 
The last three results in this section are concerned with Hilbert rings of the 
form R[l/u], where R is semi-local and I( E J. The first of these considers the 
case 11 En {M’; M’ E AI,(R 
(11.3) PROPOSITION. With the notation of (3.1), ussume that R is semi-local 
and satisfies the f.c.c. Then, for each 0 # u E J’ = n {AZ’; M’ E .N,(R’)}, 
9(R[ I /u]) = Y(R[u, 1 /u]) = Y(IU) = Z, = R’, is an integrully closed Hilbert 
domain that satisfies the S.C.C. 
Proof. Since u E J’, there exists a one-to-one correspondence between the 
maximal ideals in R and the maximal ideals in R[u], so, by [12, Theorem 3.2(2)], 
R[u] satisfies the f.c.c. Also, R[l/u] = R[u, l/u], since II E R’. Therefore R[l/rr] 
is a Noetherian Hilbert domain [4, (10.5.8)] and satisfies the S.C.C. [12, Theorem 
3.171, hence .Y(R[l/u]) = R[l/u]’ = R’, (11.1). Finally, R[l/u] = R[u, I/U] C 
Z, cY(R[l/u]) (6.2.2), so Y(1J = (2.6) Y(R[l/u]) .= R’, C I,, CY(I,), so all 
four rings are equal. Q.E.D. 
It should be noted in (I 1.3) that if u E J (instead of u E J’), then possibly 
@[l/u]) -+ R’,, . An example of this is [lo, Example 2, pp. 203-2051 with 
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u = x - 1 in the case m = 0 and I > 1. (For then, R’, has a height one maxi- 
mal ideal, but altitude R’, = r > 1.) Even so, a similar result to (I 1.3) holds 
for u E /, as will now be shown. 
(1 I .4) PROPOSITION. With R (IS in (11.3), let 0 # u E J. Then I(R[l/u]) C 
.Y(R[u, l/u]) = 9(Z,) = Z, = R’,, (f or some c, do R’) is an integrally closed 
Hilbert domain that satisfies the S.C.C. 
Proof. Each maximal ideal M’ in R’ is such that height M’ E {I, a} [12, 
Proposition 3.1(l)]. Assume first that R’ has no height one maximal ideals. 
Then R’ is an H-domain (9.2.1), so Z = R’ (5.4), hence J = J’ (3.7) and so the 
conclusion follows from (I 1.3) with c = 1 and d = u. 
Therefore assume R’ has a height one maximal ideal and let c E R’ such that 
c is in all height one maximal ideals in R’ and c - 1 is in all other maximal ideals 
in Z?‘. Then S = R[c, l/c] satisfies the f,c.c., as can be shown much as in [16, 
(4.4)] (where this is proved for the case R is local). Also, S’ has no height one 
maximal ideals, so S’ is an H-domain (9.2. I), hence 9(S) = s’ (5.4). Moreover, 
S C I (by (3.3.2), since R[c] C I), so Z = 9(S) = S’ (2.6). Therefore / is the 
Jacobson radical of S’, so #(aI /u]) = 9(Z,) = Z, = S’, is an integrally closed 
Hilbert domain that satisfies the s.c.c., by (11.3). Finally, altitude R[u, l/u] = 
altitude R[l/u] = a - 1, since I( E J, soY(R[l/u]) C (6.7) Y(R[u, I/u]) = ((2.6) 
and (6.2.2)) Y(ZU) = Z, = s’, = (R’,), = R’,, , where u = d/c” (d E R’ and 
n > 0). Q.E.D. 
In (1 I .4), .P(R[I /u]) CY(R[u, 1 /u]) is p ossible. For example, let R be as in 
[IO, Example 2, pp. 203-2051 in the case m = 0, I = 1, and u = (X - 1)/x. 
In the last result in this section, we drop the assumption. that R satisfies the 
f.c.c., but we restrict attention to the case a = 3. 
(11.5) PROPOSITION. With the notation of (3.1), ussume that R is semi-local 
and a :.= 3. Then, for each 0 # u E J, 4(R[u, l/u]) = I, is a Hilbert domain such 
that, for each maxim! ideal P in Z, , Zup is an integrally closed local domain of 
altitude two. Therefore Z, satisfies the S.C.C. 
Proof. Z = f(R[u]) (2.6) and altitude R[u, l/u] = 2 (by (3.4.3) since R[u] 
is Noetherian of altitude three). Therefore R[u, 1 /u] C Z,, CY(R[u, l/u]), by 
(6.2.2). Thus, since I, is a Krull domain (since Z is (8.2)), to prove that 
Z, = Y(R[u, l/u]), it suffices, by (9.10), to prove that Z, is an H-domain; that is, 
that all maximal ideals in Z, have height two. 
For this, note that each prime ideal Q in Z is such that height Q + depth Q = 3, 
by (9.7) and (7.2). Also, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the non- 
maximal prime ideals Q in Z and the non-maximal prime ideals q in R’ such that 
height, q + depth q = 3 given by Zo = R’, (12.1). And, for each such Q, 
IO = R’, is an integrally closed local domain, by [lo, (33.12) and (I), p. 1151. 
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Suppose Q is a height one prime ideal in I such that QIU is a maximal ideal, and 
let Q = Q n R’. Then depth Q = 2 (4.6), so there are infinitely many height 
two prime ideals p in R’ such that 4 Cp. Therefore, by the one-to-one corre- 
spondence, each of the ideals p * = pR’, n I has height two and contains Q. 
Then, since QIU is maximal, each of the p* must contain I(. Now Q n R[u] C 
p* n R[u] and height p* n R[u] = 2 (by (4.4.1) since height Q + depth Q = 
height p* + depth p* = 3), and there are infinitely many distinct such 
p* n R[u] (7.4). But, since (Q n R[u], U) R[u] is contained in each such 
p* n R[u], this contradicts the fact that R[u]/(Q n R[u]) in Noetherian. There- 
fore every maximal ideal in I,, has height two, so IU satisfies the S.C.C. (since, for 
each Q E.M&), IUo = Rrong is an integrally closed local domain of altitude 
two (as noted above), so satisfies the s.c.c.), and I, = Y(R[u, l/u]). 
Finally, let Q be a height one prime ideal in I such that u $ Q, and 
let q = Q n Ii’. Then depth q = 2, by (9.7) and (4.4.1), so Y = {p E Spec R’; 
q Cp and height p = 2} is an infinite set, and only finitely many p E Sp are 
such that u ERR’, (since R’/q is integral over a Noetherian subdomain D with 
the same quotient field). Therefore q = n {p E Spec R’; q Cp, height p = 2, 
and u $pR’.}. Thus Q = n {P E Spec I; Q C P, height P = 2, and u 6 P}, 
since, for each such p, R’, = IRfeD and I/Q is algebraic over R’/q (7.4). Hence 
1, is a Hilbert domain. Q.E.D. 
12. THE CASE WHEN a = 3 
In this section we restrict attention to the case when altitude R = 3, and it is 
shown that if R is Henselian, then I satisfies the S.C.C. and, for most prime ideals 
Q in I, I, = R’onR,, R’/(Q n R’) C 1/Q c (R’/(Q n R’))‘, and Q is contained 
in exactly one maximal ideal in I (12.2). We begin with the general case (for 
a = 3). 
(12.1) PROPOSITION. With the notation of (3.1), assume that a = 3. Then 
there exists a one-to-one correspondence between the non-maximal prime idea.5 
P in R’ such that he&ht P + depth P = 3 and the non-muximul prime ideals Q 
in I such that P undQ correspond if and only if R’, = I, . 
Proof. If P is a non-maximal prime ideal in R’ such that height P + depth 
P = 3, then R’, = IR,+, , by (4.8). On the other hand, if Q is a non-maximal 
prime ideal in I, then let P = Q n R’. It may clearly be assumed that Q # (0). 
If height Q = 1, then depth Q = 2 (9.7), so, by (4.5), 1, = R’, . If height Q = 2, 
then depth Q = 1, so, by (4.4.1) and (4.8), I, = R’, . Q.E.D. 
Note that, by (12. l), if N is a maximal ideal in I, then N is isolated over N n R. 
(If B C C are rings and P E Spec C, then P is isolated over P n B in case P 
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is maximal and minimal in the set of prime ideals in C which lie over P n B.) 
This is discussed somewhat more fully following (13.10). 
In (11.5) it was shown that if a = 3, then Y(R[u, I/U]) satisfies the s.c.c., for 
all nonzero u in J. The next result shows that I = Y(R) satisfies the s.c.c., 
if R is a Henselian local domain (and a = 3). Moreover, on considering 
(12.2.1)-(12.2.3), there seems to be a good possibility that I = R’. If this can 
be shown to hold, then R’ satisfies’the s.c.c., so R satisfies the S.C.C. [lo, (34.2)], 
hence the Chain Conjecture (13.1) holds for a = 3. 
(12.2) THEOREM. With the notation of (3.1), assume that R is a Henselian 
local domain and a = 3. Then I satisfies the S.C.C. and, for each non-zero non- 
maximal prime ideal Q in I, the following statements hold: 
(12.2.1) Io = R’(o,-,R’) . 
(12.2.2) R’/(Q n R’) _C I/Q C (R’/(Q n R’))‘. 
(12.2.3) Q is contained in exactly one maximal ideal. 
Proof. Let Q be a non-zero prime ideal in I, and let P = Q n R’. Then 
(12.2.1) holds, by (12.1). 
Now height P + depth P = 3, by (12.1) and (4.4.1), and R’, = I, (12.2.1), 
so R’/P C I/Q CY(R’/P) (6.5). Al so, altitude R’IP < 2, so R’IP is an H-domain, 
hence (R//P)’ is an H-domain (9.2.2) (note that (R’/P)’ is quasi-local, since 
R’/P is Henselian). Therefore Y(R’/P) = (R’/P)’ (5.4). (By [IO, (33.10)], there 
is a finite integral extension domain, say S, of R/(P n R) such that S and R’IP 
have the same quotient field, and then 9(S) = Y(R’/P), so (5.4) is applicable.) 
Therefore (12.2.2) holds. 
(12.2.3) follows from (12.2.2), since R’/P is Henselian. 
Finally, to show that I satisfies the s.c.c., let D be an integral extension domain 
of I, and suppose (0) Cp C d is a maximal chain of prime ideals in D. (There 
are no height one maximal ideals in D, by [lo, (10.14)], since there are none in 
I (9.7).) Then D/p is integral over I/( p n I) and height p n I = 1 [IO, (10.14)], 
so depth p n I = 2 (9.7). Also, (0) C q/p is a maximal chain of prime ideals 
in D/p, hence I/( p n I) d oes not satisfy the S.C.C. But 1/( p n I) is integral over 
R/( p n R) (12.2.2) and R/(p n R) is a catenary Henselian local domain, so 
satisfies the S.C.C. [I 1, Theorem 2.211, so I/( p n 1) satisfies the s.c.c.; contra- 
diction. Therefore D satisfies the f.c.c., hence I satisfies the s.c.c.. Q.E.D. 
(12.3) Remark. A similar proof to that in the last paragraph of the proof of 
(12.2) shows that (regardless of the altitude of I), if 1/p satisfies the s.c.c., for all 
height one prime ideals p in I, then I satisfies the S.C.C. Likewise, if all such I/p 
satisfy the f.c.c., then I does (since I is an H-domain (9.7)). 
(12.4) COROLLARY. With R as in (12.2), I is the smallest algebraic extension 
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domain S of R such that altitude S = 3, S is a Krull domain, and S satis$es 
the xc. 
Proof. I satisfies these condition on S, by (2.3.3), (8.2), and (12.2). Therefore 
let S satisfy these conditions. Then I C .R(S) (6.7) and J(S) = s’ = S (9.14), 
so I c s. Q.E.D. 
13. SOME (CATENARY) CHAIN CONJECTURES AND THE RING I 
In this section, some of the conjectures concerning chains of prime ideals 
in a ring which have appeared in the literature will be recalled, and it will briefly 
be indicated why the preceding results in this paper should be of use in further 
research on these conjectures. We begin by stating four of these conjectures. 
(13.1) Chain Conjecture. If R is a local domain, then R’ satisfies the C.C. 
(11.2.4). 
(13.2) H-Conjecture. If R is an H-local domain (9.1), then R is catenary 
(11.2.2). 
(13.3) Taut Chain Conjecture. If R is a taut semi-local domain (that is, if 
height P + depth P E { 1, altitude R}, for all P E Spec R), then R is catenary. 
(13.4) Catenary Chain Conjecture. If R is a catenary local domain, then R’ 
satisfies the C.C. 
It is known [19] that (13.1) * (13.2) 3 (13.4) and (13.1) =z- (13.3) 3 (13.4). 
The following notation will help to more conveniently state some of the results 
in this section. 
(13.5) Notation. V denotes the set of local domains (R, M) such that all 
maximal ideals in R’ have the same height (= altitude R). 
Our first result is concerned with the Chain Conjecture and the ring I. The 
following known result will be used in its proof: the Chain Conjecture holds if 
and only if every Henselian local domain is an H-domain [13, (2.4)]. 
(13.6) PROPOSITION. The following statemats are equivalent: 
(13.6.1) The Chain Conjecture (13.1) holds. 
(13.6.2) If (R, M) E V, then 9(R) = R’. 
(13.6.3) If R is a Henselian local domain, then J(R) = R’. 
Proof. Assume (13.6.1) holds and let (R, M) E%‘. Then R’ satisfies the C.C. 
and all maximal ideals in R’ have the same height (by hypothesis), so R’ satisfies 
the S.C.C. Therefore 4(R) = R’ (5.4), so (13.6.2) holds. 
It is clear that (13.6.2) 3 (13.6.3). 
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Finally, (13.6.3) implies that R is an H-domain, whenever R is a Henselian 
local domain, by (5.4) and (9.2.4), so (13.6.3) z- (13.6.1), by [13, (2.4)]. Q.E.D. 
Several results above have been concerned with height MR[c/b] and altitude 
R[c/b], where (R, M) is a local domain and b, c E R. The next result is concerned 
with this and the Chain Conjecture. For this result only, we use S(R) to denote 
the set of elements u f F, the quotient field of R, such that I/u is not in the 
Jacobson radical of R’. 
(13.7) PROPOSITION. The following statements are equivalent: 
(13.7.1) The Chain Conjecture holds. 
(13.7.2) If (R, M) E V and b, c are analytically independent in R, then height 
MR[c/b] = altitude R - 1. 
(13.7.3) If (R, M) E W and u E 9(R) is such that (M, u) R[u] is proper, then 
hkght (M, u) R[u] = altitude R. 
(13.7.4) If (R, M) E V and u E 9(R), then altitude R[u] = ahitude R. 
Proof. If (13.7.1) holds, then, by (13.6), (5.4), and (9.2.4), R is an H-domain. 
whenever (R, M) E Q, so (13.7.2) holds, by (9.12). 
Assume (13.7.2) holds, let (R, M) E V, and let u = c/b EF(R) such that 
Q = (M, U) R[u] is proper. If b, c are analytically independent in R, then the 
conclusion follows from hypothesis and the fact that MR[u] is a depth one prime 
ideal [l 1, Lemma 4.31. If b, c are not analytically independent in R, then MR[u] 
is not a depth one prime ideal [I 1, Lemma 4.31, so, by integral dependence and 
[24, Corollary, p. 201, f or each maximal ideal M’ in R’, c/b or b/c is in R’,, . 
Since Q is proper, b/c $ R’,, , for some M’. Therefore c/b E M’R’,l and height 
M’ = altitude R (since R E V), so height Q = height (M’, u) R’[u] = height M’, 
and so (13.7.3) holds. 
Assume (13.7.3) holds, let (R, M) E$?, and let u ES(R). If (M, u) R[u] 
is proper, then the conclusion is clear. If (M, u) R[u] is not proper, then l/u E R 
[20, Lemma 21, and I/U is not in the Jacobson radical of R’ (since u E S(R)), 
so altitude R[u] = altitude R’[u] = altitude R’ (since R E%?). Thus (13.7.4) 
holds. 
If (13.7.4) holds and (R, M) E V, then R is an H-domain (9.12), so Ii’ is an 
H-domain (9.2.1), hence J(R) = R’ (5.4) and so (13.7.1) holds, by (13.6). 
Q.E.D. 
We next turn to the H-Conjecture. In (12.2) it was shown that I satisfies 
the f.c.c., when R is Henselian and a = 3. In (13.8) we consider what can be 
said if each (R, M) E V is such that 9(R) satisfies the f.c.c. 
(13.8) PROPOSITION. If, for each (R, M) E Q, J(R) satisfies the f.c.c., then 
the H-Conjecture ( 13.2) holds. 
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This follows from the stronger result in (13.10), so the proof will be 
omitted. 
A weaker condition than the f.c.c. for I to satisfy is that IN be an H-domain, 
for all N E d&I). We next consider this. 
(13.9) PROPOSITION. If, f or all taut semi-local domains R (13.3), 9(R), is 
an H-domain, for all maximal ideals N in 9(R), then the Taut Chain Conjecture 
(13.3) and the Catenary Chain Conjecture (13.4) hold. 
Proof. By [19, (10.1.2) Q (3.9.5) z- (3.9.611, it suffices to prove that (13.3) 
holds. For this, assume that Y(R),,, is an H-domain, for all taut semi-local 
domains R and for all maximal ideals N in 4(R), and let R be a taut semi-local 
domain. It will first be shown that RM is an H-domain, for all maximal ideals 
M in R. 
For this, it may clearly be assumed that height M > 1. If R’ has no height 
one maximal ideals, then R is clearly an H-domain, so R’ is (9.2.1), hence 
9(R) = R’ (5.4), and so,by hypothesis and (7.2), R’, is an H-domain and altitude 
R’, = altitude R, for all maximal ideals N in R’. Therefore, if M is a maximal 
ideal in R, then R’, is an H-domain, so RIM is an H-domain (9.2.4), as desired. 
Therefore assume that R’ has height one maximal ideals, and let b E fl {N, N is 
a height one maximal ideal in R’} such that b is not in any other maximal ideal 
in R’. Then R[b] is taut [8, Proposition 121 and a prime ideal P in R[b] is such 
that PR[b, l/b] = R[b, 1 /b] if and only if P is a height one maximal ideal. 
Therefore it readily follows that R[b, l/b] is a taut semi-local domain and 
R[b, l/b]’ has no height one maximal ideals. Thus R[b, l/b]’ is an H-domain 
(as above). Therefore, by what has already been proved, for each maximal ideal 
Q in R[b] such that height Q > 1, R[b], = R[b, l/b]oR[b,llbl is an H-domain 
and altitude R[610 = altitude R. Therefore, since R[b]R-M is integral over R, , 
it follows easily from the definition that R, is an H-domain. 
Now, to prove that R is catenary, it suffices to prove that if M is a maximal 
ideal in R, then R, is catenary [12, Remark 2.23(ii)]. For this, it may clearly be 
assumed that height M > 1, so height M = altitude R (since R is taut). Then, 
to prove that R, is catenary, it suffices to prove that if Q is a prime ideal in R 
such that Q C M and height M/Q = 1, then height Q + 1 = height M, by 
[15, (2.15)]. Now RrM is an H-domain, as was just shown, so if height Q = 1, 
then 1 = depth QR, = altitude R M-1 =heightM-l,soheightM=2, 
hence RM is clearly catenary. Therefore assume that height Q > 1 and let P 
be a prime ideal in R such that P C Q and height P = height Q - 1. Then height 
M/P = depth P [8, Proposition 21, and R/Pis taut [8, Proposition 51, so (R/P),,, 
is an H-domain (by the preceeding paragraph). Therefore, since height Q/P = 1, 
it follows from what has just been shown that depth P = height M/P = 2. 
Thus depth Q = 1, hence, since R is taut, height Q = altitude R - 1 = height 
M- 1. Q.E.D. 
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I think there is an excellent chance to show that the hypothesis in (13.9) 
does hold. One reason is the following. Let R be a semi-local domain, let N 
be a maximal ideal in I = J(R), and let p be a height one prime ideal in I 
such that p C N. Then, for each prime ideal N* in R# (R# as in (5.6)) such that 
N* n I = N, height N* = height N (by (10.2) and (10.3)) and N* contains 
a minimal prime divisor p* of pR#. Therefore, if altitude pR# = 1 (note that 
height pR# = 1, as was shown in the first part of the proof of (lO.l)), then 
height p* = 1, and sop* n I = p (10.3). Hence, with V( p*)O as in the comment 
following (10.5), I, = V( p*)O n F ( since 1, is a maximal subring of F (8.2)). 
Thus, since IN is a Krull domain (since I is (8.2)), IN = n{lD ; p is height one 
prime ideal in I and p _C N} > 0 (V( p*)” n F; p* is a height one prime ideal 
in R# and p* C N*, for some maximal ideal N* in R# such that N* n I = N} = 
R#, n F (by the comment following (10.5)), where S is as in (10.5). Finally, 
R#,nF=9(1,)21,, by (10.5), hence Y(IN) = IN, so IN is an H-domain, 
by (9.10). ((9:lO) is applicable, as will be shown in the next paragraph.) 
Alternately, if it can be shown that, for each height one prime ideal p in 1, 
all maximal ideals in I/p have the same height (= altitude I - 1, since I is an 
H-domain (9.7)), th en it easily follows that each IN is an H-domain, so 
Y(IN) = IN , by (9.10). ((9.10) is applicable, since IN is a Krull domain (by 
(8.2)) and since 9(1,) = 9(C), f or some Noetherian domain C Cl,, as in the 
second paragraph of the proof of (10.5).) 
The final condition we consider on I is that it be taut. Just by the definition 
of I (and from the fact that I = R# n F and W satisfies the f.c.c. (5.6)), it seems 
quite likely that this should hold. And if it does hold, then the H-Conjecture 
also holds, as will now be shown. 
(13.10) PROPOSITION. If, f or each (R, M) ~h4, 9(R) is taut (13.3), then the 
H-Conjecture (13.2) holds. 
Proof. By [16, (4.2), (4.4) and (4.5)], to prove that the H-Conjecture holds, 
it suffices to prove: if R is an H-local domain such that there are no height one 
maximal ideals in R’, then R is catenary. For this, let (R, M) be such an H-local 
domain. Then, by (9.2.1), (R, M) E V and R’ is an H-domain, so 9(R) = R’ 
(5.4). Therefore R’ is taut (by hypothesis), so R is taut [8, Proposition 121, 
hence R is catenary [15, (2.15)]. Q.E.D. 
One final comment should be made. Namely, if the hypothesis of (13.10) 
holds and (R, M) E %, then every prime ideal P in R such that height P + 
depth P < altitude R is lost in I = J(R), by (4.4.1), and the maximal ideals 
in I are the only prime ideals in I which contain MI (again by (4.4.1)). This 
suggests that possibly some version of Zariski’s Main Theorem (such as in [2]) 
could be used to show that I = R’. And if this holds, then the Chain Conjecture 
holds (13.6). 
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